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Abstract—Layered video coding creates multiple layers of1

unequal importance that enables us to progressively refine2

the reconstructed video quality. When the base layer (BL) is3

corrupted or lost during transmission, the enhancement layers4

(ELs) must be dropped, regardless of whether they are perfectly5

decoded or not, which implies that the transmission power6

assigned to the ELs is wasted. In this treatise, we propose an inter-7

layer forward error correction (FEC) coded video transmission8

scheme for mobile TV. At the transmitter, the proposed interlayer9

(IL) coding technique implants the systematic information of10

the BL into the ELs by using exclusive-OR operations. At the11

receiver, the implanted bits of the ELs may be utilized for12

assisting in decoding the BL. Furthermore, the data partition13

mode of H.264 video coding is utilized as the source encoder,14

where the type B and type C partitions will assist in protecting15

the type A partition. The IL coded bitstream will then be16

modulated and transmitted over a multifunctional multiple input17

multiple output (MF-MIMO) scheme for the sake of improving18

the system’s performance in mobile environments. The proposed19

system may be readily combined with the traditional unequal20

error protection (UEP) technique, where extrinsic mutual in-21

formation (MI) measurements are used for characterizing the22

performance of our proposed technique. Finally, our simulation23

results show that the proposed system model outperforms the24

traditional UEP aided system by about 2.5 dB of Eb/N0 or25

3.4 dB of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) at the cost of a26

21% complexity increase, when employing a recursive systematic27

convolutional code. Furthermore, unlike the traditional UEP28

strategies, where typically stronger FEC-protection is assigned29

to the more important layer, employing our proposed IL coding30

technique requires weaker FEC to the more important layer.31

For example, the system relying on channel coding rates of 0.85,32

0.44, and 0.44 for the type A, type B, and type C H.264 video33

partitions, respectively, achieves the best system performance34

when employing a recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) code.35

Index Terms—XXX, XXXXX, XXXX.36

I. Introduction37

LAYERED VIDEO coding [1] was proposed and has been38

adopted by a number of existing video coding standards39

[2], [3], [4], [5], which is capable of generating multiple layers40

of unequal importance. Generally the most important layer41
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and the less important layers are referred to as the base layer 42

(BL) and enhancement layers (ELs), respectively. A multiview 43

profile (MVP) [2] was developed by the moving picture expert 44

group (MPEG)’s [6] video coding standard, where the left 45

view and right view were encoded into a BL and an EL, 46

respectively. Another layered video coding standard referred to 47

as scalable video coding (SVC) [3], [4] was recently developed 48

as an extension of H.264/AVC [4], which encodes a video 49

sequence into multiple layers, where a reduced-size subset of 50

the bitstream may be extracted to meet the users’ specific 51

preferences. Moreover, the less important layers have lower 52

priority and hence may be dropped in the transmission scenario 53

of network congestion or buffer overflow [7]. In layered video 54

transmission relying on SVC [3] streaming for example, when 55

the BL is corrupted or lost due to channel impairments, the 56

ELs must also be dropped by the video decoder even if they 57

are perfectly received. 58

Unequal error protection (UEP) was firstly proposed by 59

Masnick and Wolf [8], which allocates stronger forward error 60

correction (FEC) to the more important data, while dedicating 61

weaker FEC to the less important video parameters. Since 62

then numerous UEP techniques have proposed. A novel UEP 63

modulation concept was investigated for the specific scenarios, 64

where channel coding cannot be employed [9]. Hence UEP 65

was achieved by allocating different transmission power to 66

individual bits according to their bit error sensitivity albeit 67

in practice this remains a challenge. Additionally, the UEP 68

capabilities of convolutional codes (CC) were studied [10], 69

while rate-compatible convolutional codes (RCPC) were pro- 70

posed by Hagenauer [11]. Furthermore, as a benefit of the 71

outstanding performance of low-density parity-check (LDPC) 72

codes, a number of UEP design methodologies [12], [13], 73

[14], [15] have been investigated using LDPC codes. The so- 74

called UEP density evolution (UDE) technique of [12], [15] 75

was proposed for transmission of video streams over binary 76

erasure channels (BEC). Kumar and Milenkovic [13] proposed 77

a new family of UEP codes, based on LDPC component codes, 78

where the component codes are decoded iteratively in multiple 79

stages, while the order of decoding and the choice of the 80

LDPC component codes jointly determine the level of error 81

protection. A practical UEP scheme using LDPC codes was 82

proposed [14], where the high-significance bits were more 83

strongly protected than low-significance bits. 84

However, most of the above UEP studies considered artifi- 85

cially generated signals of unequal significance, rather than re- 86

alistic video signals. Naturally, the significance differentiation 87
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of practical video signals is more challenging. In compressed88

video streams, as in layered video coding, different bits may89

have different significance. Therefore, again it is intuitive90

to employ UEP for protecting the more important bits by91

stronger FEC codecs than the less important bits, to achieve an92

improved reconstructed video quality. Nonetheless, a number93

of contributions have been made also in the field of UEP94

video communications relying on realistic video signals. For95

example, an UEP scheme was conceived in [16] for object-96

based video communications for achieving the best attainable97

video quality under specific bitrate and delay constraints98

in an error-prone network environment. A jointly optimized99

turbo transceiver capable of providing UEP for wireless video100

telephony was proposed in [17]. The performance of data-101

partitioning [4] H.264/AVC video streaming using recursive102

systematic convolutional (RSC) codes aided UEP was eval-103

uated in [18]. In [19], UEP based turbo coded modulation104

was investigated, where both the channel capacity and the105

cutoff rates of UEP levels were determined. A novel UEP106

method was proposed in [20] for SVC video transmission107

over networks subject to packet-loss events. Firstly, the authors108

presented an efficient performance metric, termed as the layer-109

weighted expected zone of error propagation (LW-EZEP), for110

quantifying the error propagation effects imposed by packet111

loss events. A novel UEP scheme was proposed in [21], which112

considered the unequal importance of the frames in a GOP, as113

well as that of the macroblocks in a video frame. An efficient114

FEC-coded scheme was also proposed by Chang et al. [21].115

They also considered the different importance of the intra-116

coded (I) frame and of the predicted (P) frames within a group117

of pictures (GOP) [22]. The video bits of different importance118

were mapped to the different-protection bits of the modula-119

tion constellation points with the assistance of hierarchical120

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). The authors of [23]121

proposed cross-layer operation aided scalable video streaming,122

which aimed for the robust delivery of the SVC-coded video123

stream over error-prone channels. The video distortion endured124

was first estimated based on both the available bandwidth and125

the packet loss ratio (PLR) experienced at the transmitter. The126

achievable video quality was then further improved with the127

aid of content-aware bit-rate allocation and a sophisticated bit128

detection technique was conceived, which took into account129

the estimated video distortion. Finally, a powerful error con-130

cealment method was invoked at the receiver. An UEP scheme131

using Luby Transform (LT) codes was developed [24] for the132

sake of recovering the video packets dropped at the routers,133

owing to tele-traffic congestions, noting that the high delay of134

LT codecs is only applicable to delay-tolerant broadcast-style135

video streaming services.136

In the traditional UEP schemes conceived for layered video137

communication, variable-rate FEC was invoked for the differ-138

ent layers. When the BL is corrupted or lost, the ELs also have139

to be dropped, regardless whether they are perfectly received140

or not, which implies that the transmission power assigned141

to the ELs was wasted. The so-called layer-aware FEC (LA-142

FEC) philosophy [25], [26] using a Raptor codec was invoked143

for video transmission over the BEC. At the transmitter, the144

channel encoding was performed right across the BL and the145

ELs. As a benefit, at the receiver, the parity bits of the ELs may 146

be additionally invoked for assisting in correcting the errors 147

within the BL. Motivated by these advances, we developed 148

an interlayer operation aided FEC (IL-FEC) scheme relying 149

on a systematic FEC code in [27], where the systematic bits 150

of the BL were implanted into the ELs. At the receiver, the 151

above-mentioned implanted bit of the ELs may be utilized 152

for assisting in decoding the BL. The IL-FEC technique of 153

[27] was also combined with the UEP philosophy for the sake 154

of further improving the attainable system performance. Our 155

proposed technique is significantly different with the LA-FEC 156

philosophy proposed [25], [26], as detailed below conceiving 157

the following aspects. Firstly, our technique is proposed for 158

layered video communication over wireless channels, while 159

the LA-FEC of [25], [26] is proposed for the BEC. Secondly, 160

IL-FEC invokes the soft decoding aided channel codecs, such 161

as an RSC code, while the LA-FEC of [25], [26] considered 162

a hard-decoding based Raptor codec. In this context, we 163

note that Raptor codes are less suitable for low-delay lip- 164

synchronized interactive multimedia communications, whilst 165

our scheme is readily applicable. Furthermore, it is important 166

to note that the LA-FEC cannot be readily applied in soft 167

decoding aided channel codecs. Finally, IL-FEC implants the 168

systematic bits of the BL into the ELs, while the LA-FEC 169

[25], [26] generates the parity bits across the BL and ELs. 170

At the time of writing, multimedia content is evolving 171

from traditional content to a range of rich, heterogeneous 172

media content, such as traditional TV, streaming audio and 173

video as well as image and text messaging. Furthermore, 174

in the current era of smart phones, mobile TV has become 175

an appealing extension of terrestrial TV. Additionally, in 176

order to meet the challenging performance requirements in 177

bandwidth-constrained environments, multiple input multiple 178

output (MIMO) systems constitute a promising transmission 179

solution. Layered steered space-time codes (LSSTC) [28], [29] 180

combine the benefits of the vertical Bell Labs space-time 181

(VBLAST) scheme [30], of space-time block codes [31] and of 182

beamforming [32]. Hence LSSTCs are invoked for providing 183

both a diversity gain to achieve a high BER performance in 184

mobile environments as well as for attaining a multiplexing 185

gain in order to maintain a high data rate. In this treatise, we 186

propose a system for transmitting an IL-FEC encoded com- 187

pressed video bitstream with the aid of a LSSTC transceiver 188

structure (IL-FEC-LSSTC) for mobile TV broadcasting. This 189

scheme may be considered as an evolution of the traditional 190

UEP schemes exemplified by [20], [23]. The data partitioning 191

mode (PM) of the H.264 video codec is employed, where the 192

type B and type C partitions will be utilized for protecting the 193

type A partition.1 The mutual information (MI) at the output of 194

the FEC decoder is measured [33] for the sake of analyzing 195

the performance of our proposed system. Finally, different- 196

rate, different-protection channel codecs will be employed as 197

FEC codes for improving the attainable system performance. 198

Against this background, the main rationale and novelty of 199

this paper can be summarized as follows. We conceive an 200

inter-layer FEC codec for layered video streaming, which is 201

1For brevity, we will often simply refer to them as A, B, and C
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Fig. 1. Architecture of a layered video scheme [1], where the video quality
is refined progressively.

combined with cutting-edge UEP and LSSTC schemes for202

the sake of improving the attainable mobile TV performance203

with the aid of mutual information analysis. Additionally, the204

following conclusions transpire from our investigations.205

1) Only a modest complexity increase is imposed by our206

inter-layer protection technique, which guarantees the207

practical feasibility of our proposed technique. Specifi-208

cally, 21% complexity increase is imposed by our inter-209

layer decoding technique, when employing a RSC codec.210

2) Intriguingly, we found that in the context of employing211

our proposed technique, the more important layer should212

be protected by less FEC-redundancy to achieve the best213

overall system performance for H.264/AVC partitioning214

mode aided compressed video streaming, which is un-215

expected in the light of the traditional unequal error216

protection strategy. For example, the system relying on217

the channel coding rates of 0.85, 0.44 and 0.44 for the A,218

B and C H.264/AVC partitions, respectively, achieves the219

best system performance when employing a RSC code220

for the transmission of the Football sequence.221

Again, we use the H.264/AVC data partitioning mode in222

our simulations, but our proposed scheme is not limited to223

partitioning based video, it may be readily applied in any224

arbitrary system relying on layered video coding, such as225

scalable video coding [34]. The rest of this paper is organized226

as follows. In Section II, we briefly review the state-of-the-art227

layered video techniques. Section III details our proposed IL-228

FEC-LSSTC system model and the related video transmission229

techniques. Then the performance of our proposed system230

is analyzed using mutual information in Section IV. The231

performance of our IL-FEC-LSSTC scheme using a RSC232

codec is benchmarked in Section V using two video sequences233

having different motion characteristics. Finally, we offer our234

conclusions in Section VI.235

II. Layered Video Streaming236

Layered video compression [1], [3], [26] encodes a video237

sequence into multiple layers, which enable us to progressively238

refine the reconstructed video quality at the receiver. Generally,239

the most important layer is referred to as the BL, which may240

be relied upon by multiple ELs. Furthermore, an EL may be241

further relied upon by other ELs. Again, when the BL or an242

EL is lost or corrupted during its transmission, the dependent243

layers cannot be utilized by the decoder and must be dropped.244

A layered video scheme is displayed in Fig. 1, where layer i245

(0 < i ≤ L − 1) depends on layer (i − 1) for decoding, while 246

layer i improves the video quality of layer (i − 1). 247

The subject of SVC [3] has been an active research field for 248

over two decades. This terminology is also used in the Annex 249

G extension of the H.264/AVC video compression standard 250

[4]. Indeed, SVC is capable of generating several bitstreams 251

that may be decoded at a similar quality and compression ratio 252

to that of the existing H.264/AVC codec. When for example 253

low-cost, low-quality streaming is required by the users, some 254

of the ELs may be removed from the compressed video stream, 255

which facilitates flexible bitrate-control based on the specific 256

preferences of the users. 257

Recently, the joint video team (JVT) proposed multiview 258

video coding (MVC) as an amendment to the H.264/AVC 259

standard [4]. Apart from the classic techniques employed in 260

single-view coding, multiview video coding invokes the so- 261

called inter-view correction technique by jointly processing 262

the different views for the sake of reducing the bitrate. Hence, 263

the first encoded view may be termed as the BL, while the 264

remaining views may be treated as the ELs. 265

A number of layered video coding schemes have been de- 266

veloped and some of them are adopted by recent video coding 267

standards, for example the scalable video coding [3] and data 268

partitioning (DP) [35], [4], [36]. In this treatise, we use data 269

partitioning based layered video coding in our simulations, 270

which is a beneficial feature of the H.264/AVC codec [4]. 271

In the data partitioning mode, the data streams representing 272

different semantic importance are categorized into a maximum 273

of three bitstreams/partitions [37] per video slice, namely, type 274

A, type B, and type C partitions. The header information, 275

such as macroblock (MB) types, quantization parameters and 276

motion vectors are carried by the A partition. The B partition 277

is also referred to as the intra-frame-coded partition, which 278

contains intra-frame-coded information, including the coded 279

block patterns (CPBs) and intra-frame coded coefficients. The 280

B partition is capable of prohibiting error propagation in the 281

scenario, when the reference frame of the current motion- 282

compensated frame is corrupted. In contrast to the B partition, 283

the C partition is the inter-frame-coded partition, which carries 284

the inter-CBPs and the inter-frame coded coefficients. The C 285

partition has to rely on the reference frame for reconstructing 286

the current picture. Hence, if the reference picture is corrupted, 287

errors may be propagated to the current frame. Amongst these 288

three partitions, the type A partition may be deemed to be 289

the most important one, which may be treated as the BL. 290

Correspondingly, the B and C partitions may be interpreted 291

as a pair of ELs, since they are dependent on the A partition 292

for decoding. Although the information in partitions B and C 293

cannot be used in the absence of A, partition B and C can be 294

used independently of each other, again, given the availability 295

of A. In this treatise, we will employ the partitioning mode of 296

H.264/AVC for benchmarking our system. 297

III. System Overview 298

In this section, we will briefly introduce the architecture 299

of the inter-layer FEC scheme [27] conceived for layered 300

video transmission over our LSSTC scheme for mobile TV 301
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Fig. 2. IL-FEC encoding architecture of H.264 data partitioning mode coded video.

transmission. The system’s structure is displayed in Fig. 2,302

where data-partitioning aided H.264 [4] encoding and LSSTC303

transmission are employed, while the structures of the variable304

node decoder (VND) and check node decoder (CND) [38]305

are further detailed in Fig. 3. Both the VND and CND306

blocks may accept a maximum of three soft information inputs307

and generate a maximum of three soft information outputs308

with the goal of iteratively exploiting all IL dependencies309

amongst the FEC coded layers A, B, and C. Specifically,310

assuming that u1, u2, and u3 = u1 ⊕ u2 are random binary311

variables, the action of the VND of Fig. 3 sums two LLR312

inputs for generating a more reliable LLR output, which may313

be formulated as Lo3 (u1) = Li1 (u1) + Li2 (u1). The boxplus314

operation of L(u3 = u1 ⊕ u2) = L(u1) � L(u2) [39] may be315

utilized for deriving the confidence of the bit u3, given that316

the confidence of the bits u1 and u2 is known. Specifically,317

the boxplus operation � is defined as follows [40]318

L(u1) � L(u2) = log
1 + eL(u1)eL(u2)

eL(u1) + eL(u2)

= sign [L(u1)] · sign [L(u2)] · min [|L(u1)|, |L(u2)|]
+ log

[
1 + e−|L(u1)+L(u2)|] − log

[
1 + e−|L(u1)−L(u2)|] .

(1)

In contrast to the above-mentioned VND function, the CND319

operation of Fig. 3 may be formulated as Lo(u3) = Li(u1) �320

Li(u2) for extracting the confidence of the bit u3, given the321

LLR input of the bits u1 and u2.322

In Section III-A, we first detail the techniques employed323

at the transmitter. Then, our interlayer H.264 decoding324

techniques and the LSSTC receiver will be illustrated in325

Fig. 3. Structure of (a) VND and (b) CND, where ⊕ and � indicate the
addition and boxplus operation, respectively. Li (·) and Lo (·) indicate the
input and output LLR, respectively.

Section III-B, with special emphasis on how the VND and 326

the CND exchange their inter-layer redundancy for improving 327

the overall performance of the system. We assume that A 328

is the BL and B, C are the corresponding dependent layers, 329

but both partition B and C can be utilized for protecting the 330

partition A. In Section III-A and III-B, we assume that all the 331

layers A, B and C contain n bits for the sake of convenient 332

explanation, while in Section III-C we extend our algorithm 333

to the more general scenario, where the layers have unequal 334

length. Finally, Section III-D discusses the overheads imposed 335

by our proposed IL technique, including its delay, complexity, 336

and its FEC-redundancy. 337

A. Transmitter Model 338

At the transmitter, the video source signal s is compressed 339

using the data partitioning mode of the H.264 encoder, gen- 340

erating partitions A, B, and C. Then the output bitstream is 341

de-multiplexed into three bitstreams by the DEMUX block of 342

Fig. 2, namely into streams A, B, and C, carrying the A, B, and 343

C partitions of all slices. The resultant binary sequences are 344
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xa, xb, and xc, representing three different layers, as shown in345

Fig. 2. Then the resultant three layers are encoded as follows.346

1) The BL bit sequence xa representing A will be encoded347

by the FEC encoder A of Fig. 2, which results in the348

encoded bits containing the systematic bits xa and parity349

bits xa,p.350

2) The bit sequence of the EL xb representing B will351

firstly be encoded into the systematic bits xb and the352

parity bits xb,p by the FEC encoder B. Then the XOR353

operation will be utilized for implanting the systematic354

information of xa into the systematic information of xb355

without changing the parity bits of the B partition xb,p.356

Specifically, the implantation process results in the check357

bits xi
ab = xi

a ⊕ xi
b. After this procedure, both the check358

bits xi
ab and the parity bits xb,p are output.359

3) Similar to the encoding process of the B partition, the360

bit sequence of the EL xc representing the C partition361

will be encoded into the check bits xi
ac = xi

a ⊕ xi
c and362

the parity bits xc,p.363

Finally, the bit sequences xa, xa,p, xab, xa,p, xac, and xc,p364

are concatenated into a joint bitstream for transmission. Note365

however that the layers xa and xb, xc may contain a different366

number of bits. Again, the algorithm designed for this scenario367

will be detailed in Section III-C. Additionally, the interleavers368

π1 and π2 are employed for interleaving the BL xa, before its369

XOR-based implantation into the ELs xb and xc.370

Following the IL-FEC encoding procedure, the resultant bits371

are modulated by the quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK)372

modulator of Fig. 2 and then transmitted over the LSSTC373

based MIMO transmitter architecture. Specifically, the trans-374

mission structure shown in Fig. 2 has Nt = 4 transmit375

antennas, which are spaced sufficiently for apart in order to376

encounter independent fading. The receiver is also equipped377

with Nr = 4 receive antennas, where the LSSTC system used378

is characterized by a diversity order of two and multiplexing379

order of two. Hence the LSSTC used is capable of providing380

twice the data rate of a single antenna system, while achieving381

a diversity order of two.382

B. Receiver Model383

In this section, we exemplify the IL decoding process using384

BL A and EL B, while the IL decoding process of BL A385

and EL C is similar. At the receiver,2 the LSSTC decoding386

is performed [29]. Then the resultant soft signal will be387

demodulated by the QPSK demodulator, which generates the388

log-likelihood ratios (LLR). The LLR information contains the389

systematic information ya, yab, yac and the parity information390

ya,p, yb,p, and yc,p, for the A, B, and C partitions, respectively.391

Following the demodulator, the IL-FEC decoder of Fig. 2 is392

invoked for exchanging extrinsic information across the three393

layers. The IL aided FEC decoding process is illustrated by394

the flow-chart of Fig. 4. Firstly, the FEC decoder A will395

decode the received information ya and ya,p for estimating the396

LLRs of the bits xa of the BL A. Then, the resultant extrinsic397

2The deinterleavers π−1 and π−2 are ignored at the receiver for the sake
of simplifying the system architecture.

Fig. 4. Flowchart for inter-layer-aided FEC decoding of BL A and EL B.

LLR information of BL A will be input to the “VND3- 398

CND2-VND4” block of Fig. 4 for extracting the a-priori 399

LLRs La(xi
b)3 of EL B, which is carried out by following the 400

processing of the LLRs in the VND 3, CND 2, and VND 4 401

components of Fig. 3. Specifically, the “VND3-CND2-VND4” 402

block of Fig. 4 performs the following operations step-by-step. 403

1) VND 3 generates the information of BL A for CND 2. 404

The inputs to VND 3 block are constituted of the soft 405

information Le

(
xi

a

)
generated by the FEC decoder A 406

and the soft information La

(
xi

a

)
generated by summing 407

the channel information ya and Le

(
xi

a

)
, where Le

(
xi

a

)
408

is generated by CND 2. The output of the VND 3 409

block is the soft information of A. The output can be 410

readily derived as detailed in Fig. 3. The extrinsic LLR 411

Le

(
xi

a

)
generated by the FEC decoder A is input to 412

the VND 3 block of Fig. 2, which extracts the extrinsic 413

LLR information Le

(
xi

a

)
and forwards it to the CND 2 414

block of Fig. 2. Since VND 34 has two input branches, 415

it simply duplicates the soft information Le

(
xi

a

)
. 416

2) CND 2 generates the information of layer B for VND 417

4. The inputs of the CND 2 block are the soft check 418

information yab received from the channel, the soft 419

information Le

(
xi

a

)
of BL A generated by VND 3 and 420

3As usual, the subscripts “a” and “e” in La and Le stand for the apriori
information and extrinsic information[41], respectively.

4All the VNDs of Fig. 2 have two input branches and three output branches,
resulting in a duplication process for two of the output branches. Note that
two LLR inputs will be summed by each VND for the third output branch,
which outputs the final a-posteriori LLR for the estimation of x̂a, x̂b and x̂c.
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Fig. 5. Definition of T 1
b , · · · , T

nb

b when the BL sequence xa and the ELAQ:1
sequence xb carry unequal length of bits.

the soft information Le

(
xi

b

)
of EL B generated by FEC421

decoder B of Fig. 2. The output of CND 2 is the soft422

information of EL B La

(
xi

b

)
. The outputs can be readily423

derived as detailed in Fig. 3. The LLR information424

Le

(
xi

a

)
and the received check information yab is input425

to the CND 2 block of Fig. 2 for extracting the LLR426

information of the systematic bit xi
b, namely the soft427

input La

(
xi

b

)
of VND 4.428

3) VND 4 generates the information of EL B for FEC429

decoder B. The inputs to the VND 4 block are the soft430

information La

(
xi

b

)
gleaned from CND 2 and the soft431

information Le

(
xi

b

)
generated by FEC decoder B. The432

output of VND 4 is the soft information of layer B.433

The LLR information La

(
xi

b

)
extracted by the CND 2434

is input to the VND 4 block of Fig. 2, which extracts435

the LLR information La

(
xi

b

)
input to the FEC decoder436

B of Fig. 2.437

Then, the FEC decoder B of Fig. 4 will decode the EL B with438

the aid of the resultant a-priori LLR La(xi
b) and of the soft439

parity information received from the channel, namely yb,p of440

Fig. 2. Afterwards, the classic cyclic redundancy check (CRC)441

is invoked for detecting, whether the recovered BL A is error-442

free or not, as shown in Fig. 4. This check results in two443

possible decoding processes, as shown in Fig. 4 and described444

as follows:445

1) With InterLayer Feedback: When the bits xa of the BL446

are not successfully decoded, the iterative IL technique will447

be activated for exploiting the extrinsic information of BL A448

fed back from the FEC decoder B. In this case, both the solid449

lines and the dashed lines shown in the decoder of Figs. 2450

and 4 will be activated. More explicitly, the “VND4-CND2-451

VND3” block of Fig. 4 will be utilized for extracting the extra452

LLR information Le(xi
a) for BL A based on both the extrinsic453

LLR Le(xi
b) and the soft check information yab. Generally, the454

“VND4-CND2-VND3” block of Fig. 4 represents a process455

similar to that of the “VND3-CND2-VND4” block of Fig. 4.456

After this stage, improved a-priori information is generated457

for the BL A, which concludes the current IL decoding 458

iteration. Afterwards, the receiver will return to the beginning 459

of the flow chart shown in Fig. 4. The iterative IL decoding 460

process continues, until the affordable number of iterations is 461

exhausted or the BL A is perfectly recovered, as shown in 462

Fig. 4. 463

2) Without InterLayer Feedback: When the BL A is 464

successfully recovered, the layers A and B will be estimated 465

by the hard decision block of Fig. 4. Afterwards, the receiver 466

may discard layer B, depending on whether it is deemed to 467

be error-free or not by the CRC check. In this case, only the 468

solid lines of Figs. 2 and 4 will be activated. 469

Moreover, after decoding BL A, the recovered error-free 470

hard bits xa may be represented using infinite LLR values, 471

indicating the hard bits 0/1, respectively. Then, the CND 2 472

process invoked for generating the LLR L
(
xi

b

)
shown in Fig. 473

2 may be derived as follows using the boxplus operation: 474

L
(
xi

b

)
= L(xi

a) � L(xi
ab)

= sign
[
L(xi

a)
] · sign

[
L(xi

ab)
] · min

[∞, |L(xi
ab)|]

+ log
(
1 + e−∞) − log

(
1 + e−∞)

= sign
(
x̃i

a

) · L
(
xi

ab

)
(2)

where x̃i
a is the modulated version of the bit xi

a and the LLR 475

input L
(
xi

ab

)
is obtained by soft demodulating the received 476

signal yab. 477

Note that since the process of recovering yb from yab 478

expressed by (2) is essentially an LLR sign-flipping operation, 479

it does not affect the absolute value of the LLR information of 480

xb. This implies that in this scenario our proposed IL technique 481

is equivalent to the traditional UEP techniques, where layers 482

A and B are encoded and decoded independently. Moreover, 483

since BL A is decoded independently without feedback from 484

EL B, the two layers are only decoded once, without any extra 485

complexity imposed on the receiver. Additionally, in practical 486

applications, BL A may be reconstructed immediately when 487

it is received, without waiting for the arrival of the EL B. 488

In both of the above cases, if the decoded bit sequence x̂a of 489

the BL is corrupted after the IL-FEC decoding stage of Fig. 2, 490

it will be dropped together with the ELs x̂b and x̂c. Otherwise 491

they will all be forwarded to the H.264 decoder of Fig. 2 for 492

reconstructing the video signal ŝ. 493

Note that in the above description, we have considered 494

decoding layers A and B only. The decoding of layer C is 495

carried out in the same way but we have excluded it for the 496

sake of simplifying our discussions. 497

C. InterLayer FEC Coding for Layers Having Unequal Length 498

In the above discussions, we assumed that the A, B, and 499

C partitions have an identical length. However, in practice 500

they may carry an unequal number of bits. Here we detail 501

the technique of applying our algorithm in the scenario, when 502

the three partitions have an unequal length. Let us commence 503

by assuming that the A, B, C partitions have the length of na, 504

nb, nc bits, respectively. 505

For the case of implanting xa into the systematic bits of xb, 506

the basic philosophy of the algorithm is to map/encode xa into 507

a new bit sequence tb, which has the same number of bits as 508
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the bitstream xb and will be implanted into the systematic bits509

of xb using the algorithm discussed in Section III-A. In other510

words, the bits xa will be replaced by the newly generated511

bits tb for the implantation process. Specifically, we introduce512

the sets T 1
b , · · · , T

nb

b to assist in generating the stream tb,513

where the relationship between T 1
b , · · · , T

nb

b and the sequence514

xb is displayed in Fig. 5. For na > nb, we split xa into nb515

number of groups on average as in Fig. 5(a), each constituting516

one of the sets T 1
b , · · · , T

nb

b . By contrast, for na < nb, we517

split T 1
b , · · · , T

nb

b into na number of groups on average as in518

Fig. 5 (b), where the sets T 1
b , · · · , T

nb

b within the same group519

contain the same single bit of xa. So far the sets T 1
b , · · · , T

nb

b520

have been created from the bit sequence xa. Then, each bit521

of the sequences tb will be generated from one of the sets522

T 1
b , · · · , T

nb

b as follows:523

tib =
∑

⊕
xr

a∈T i
b

xr
a, 0 < i ≤ nb. (3)

Given the sequence tb, we simply replace xa by tb, when524

implanting the xa into the systematic bits of xb. Therefore,525

xab may be generated correspondingly using xi
ab = tib ⊕ xi

b.526

Similarly, the stream xa can be readily implanted into xc by527

introducing the bit sequence tc and the sets T 1
c , · · · , T nc

c .528

At the receiver, based on the technique detailed in Section529

III-B, decoder A is able to generate the extrinsic information530

of xa. Decoder B is able to generate the extrinsic information531

of tb with the assistance of CND 2 of Fig. 2. Hence we design532

the technique to convert the extrinsic information between533

the sequence xa and tb for the sake of exchanging extrinsic534

information among the decoder A, CND 2 and decoder B of535

Fig. 2. Provided the LLR of xa and (3), the extrinsic LLR of tb536

may be readily derived using the boxplus operation as follows:537

Le(t
i
b) = L

⎛
⎝∑

⊕
xr

a∈T i
b

xr
a

⎞
⎠ =

∑
�

xr
a∈T i

b

L(xr
a). (4)

Similarly, provided the a-priori LLR of xa and the LLR of538

tib, the extrinsic LLR of xa may be derived as follows.539

1) When na > nb, the extrinsic information of xa may be540

readily derived as541

Le(xi
a) = L

( ∑⊕
xr

a∈T i
b\xi

a

xr
a ⊕ tib

)

=
∑

�
xr

a∈T i
a\xi

a

Le(xr
a) � L

(
tib

)
.

(5)

2) When na < nb, the extrinsic information of xa can be542

expressed as543

Le(x
i
a) =

∑
∀T r

b ,xi
a∈T r

b

Lr
e(x

r
a). (6)

Note that the basic idea of the above algorithm is to map the544

bits xa into a new bit sequence tb, which is basically an encoder545

having a variable coding rate encoder. Hence, a number of546

codecs, such as low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [42]547

and LT [43] codes may be employed for the mapping of xa548

to the stream tb. However, they may impose error-propagation549

in this specific scenario. Hence, in this treatise we employ the550

method detailed in this section to prevent error-propagation.551

TABLE I

Parameters Employed in Our Systems, Where ‘‘AA’’ Indicates

Antenna Array

System Parameters Value System Parameters Value

FEC RSC[1011, 1101, 1111] Number of Tx antennas 4

Modulation QPSK Elements Per AA 4

Channel Narrowband Rayleigh Number of Rx antennas 4

Fading Channel Overall Coding Rate 1/2

TABLE II

Coding Rates of RSC Codec Error Protection Arrangements

for the BL L0and the EL L1 . The Code-Rates Were Adjusted by

Variable-Rate Puncturers

Error Protection Code Rates
Arrangements L0 L1 Average
EEP 0.5 0.5 0.5
UEP1 0.54 0.46 0.5
UEP2 0.47 0.53 0.5

D. IL-FEC Overheads 552

The possible overheads imposed by our proposed technique 553

are listed as follows. 554

1) Delay: Our technique is implemented using the parti- 555

tioning mode of H.264, where each video frame may 556

be encoded into a number of slices. These slices may 557

be encoded into at most three partitions. Since the IL 558

encoding and decoding process is performed within 559

each slice, no extra delay is imposed by our proposed 560

technique. 561

2) Complexity: As detailed in Section III-B, the signal- 562

flows are based on low-complexity operations compared 563

to the FEC decoding. When the BL A can be recovered 564

in its own right, only sign-flipping is necessitated for 565

extracting the systematic LLR information of the ELs B 566

and C. Specifically, we impose a 21% extra complexity,5 567

as it will be detailed in Section V-C. 568

3) FEC-redundancy: The BL A does not rely on the ELs 569

for its decoding operations and the systematic LLR 570

information of the ELs B and C can be extracted from 571

the received check information yab and yac without 572

any loss, provided that the BL is perfectly decoded. 573

Furthermore, since the transmitted bit sequences xab and 574

xac have the same length as that of the bit sequence 575

xb and xc, respectively, we do not impose any extra 576

protection bits. Hence the IL-FEC does not impose extra 577

FEC redundancy. 578

IV. Mutual Information Analysis 579

In this section, we analyze our proposed system using 580

MI.6 For the sake of simplifying the analysis, we assume that 581

there are two layers: a BL L0 and an EL L1. Furthermore, 582

we employed a 1/3 RSC having the generator polynomials 583

5According to our experiments, it is sufficient to use a single iteration, which
results in a low complexity,

6MI is known as a metric to represent the confidence of a signal sequence.
Generally bigger MI indicates lower BER value of the measured signal
sequence, while lower BER normally indicates lower PLR.
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Fig. 6. Extrinsic information generated by the RSC decoders for all error
protection arrangements of Table II.

TABLE III

Parameters of the Video Sequences Employed

Football Foreman
Representation YUV 4:2:0 YUV 4:2:0
Format CIF CIF
Bits Per Pixel 8 8
FPS 15 30
Number of Frames 30 30
Video Codec H.264 PM H.264 PM
Bitrate 1522 kbps 655 kbps
Error-Free PSNR 37.6 dB 38.4 dB
Error Concealment Motion-Copy Motion-Copy

[1011, 1101, 1111].7 The system parameters used in our584

simulations are summarized in Table I. In the following585

analysis, where two layers are considered, the BL is protected586

by the IL-FEC codec. Hence, we consider the convergence587

behavior of the BL. For the sake of analyzing our IL-588

FEC codec, different error protection arrangements were589

considered, as shown in Table II.590

In Fig. 6, we plot the extrinsic MI at the output of the RSC591

decoder for different Eb/N0 values for all the codes in Table II.592

Observe from Fig. 6 that the schemes employing our iterative593

inter-layer technique always acquire a higher MI value than594

those dispensing with the IL-FEC technique. For example, the595

RSC-EEP scheme and RSC-EEP-IL scheme generate 0.91 and596

0.9758 extrinsic information at −8 dB. This improvement is597

attained by our proposed scheme due to the fact that extra MI598

is fed back to the BL from the EL.599

V. System Performance600

Let us continue by benchmarking our proposed IL-FEC-601

LSSTC system against the traditional UEP aided FEC-LSSTC602

system using a RSC. Two 30-frame video sequences, namely603

7The first polynomial indicates the feedback parameter, while the other
two polynomials represent the feed-forward parameters. The code rates were
adjusted by variable-rate puncturers.

8Larger amount of extrinsic information indicates a lower BER [44].

the Foreman and Football clips, represented in (352 × 288)- 604

pixel common intermediate format (CIF) and 4:2:0 YUV 605

format were encoded using the JM/AVC 15.1 H.264 reference 606

video codec operated in its data partitioning aided mode. The 607

video scanning rates expressed in frame per second (FPS) 608

were 30 and 15 for the Foreman and Football sequences, 609

respectively. The motion-copy,9 based error concealment tool 610

built into the H.264 reference codec was employed for the sake 611

of combating the effects of channel impairments. Moreover, 612

the H.264 encoder was configured to generate fixed-byte10
613

slices, as defined in [4]. Both of the 30-frame video sequences 614

were encoded into an intra-coded (I) frame, followed by 29 615

predicted (P) frames. The bi-directionally predicted (B) frame 616

was disabled due to the fact that it relies on both previous 617

and future frames for decoding, which may introduce more 618

error propagation as well as additional delay. All the above 619

configurations jointly result in a bitrate of 655 kbps and an 620

error-free peak-signal to noise ratio (PSNR) of 38.4 dB for 621

the Foreman sequence. On the other hand, the coded Football 622

bitstream has a bitrate of 1522 kbps and an error-free PSNR of 623

37.6 dB. We employed the Foreman and Football sequences in 624

order to show the suitability of our scheme for the transmission 625

of both low-motion and high-motion video. The parameters of 626

the video sequences employed are shown in Table III, while 627

our system parameters are listed in Table I. 628

The H.264-compressed bitstream was FEC encoded and 629

transmitted on a network abstract layer unit (NALU) [4] basis, 630

which is the smallest element to be used by the source decoder. 631

At the receiver, each error-infested NALU must be dropped by 632

the video decoder, if errors are detected by the CRC check. All 633

experiments were repeated 100 times for the sake of generating 634

smooth performance curves. 635

Below, we will firstly describe the error-protection arrange- 636

ments in Section V-A. Then we will characterize the attainable 637

BER versus channel SNR performance and PSNR versus 638

channel SNR performance employing a lower-complexity RSC 639

codec in Section V-B. Finally, in Section V-C we will quan- 640

tify the system’s computational complexity by counting the 641

number of decoding operations executed. 642

A. Error Protection Arrangements 643

In the simulations, we employ the overall coding rate11 of 644

1/2 for both EEP and UEP schemes. For each compressed 645

bitstream, all NALUs were scanned to calculate the total 646

number of bits for the A, B, and C partitions. Let us assume 647

that the A, B, and C partitions have a total Na, Nb, and Nc 648

bits, respectively. The A, B, C streams have coding rates of ra, 649

rb, and rc, respectively. Then the following equation must be 650

satisfied for the sake of guaranteeing that the overall coding 651

9When the information of a macroblock (MB) is lost, the motion vector
of this MB may be copied or estimated from its adjacent MBs or previously
decoded reference frames. Then, the MB may be reconstructed using the
estimated motion vector.

10In this mode, the H.264/AVC codec will endeavor to encode a frame into
multiple slices, each having a fixed number of bytes.

11Arbitrary overall coding rates such as 2/3, 1/3, 1/4, etc. can be readily
applied by changing the channel codec parameters and the puncturers.
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TABLE IV

Coding Rates of Different Error Protection Arrangements for

the Football/Foreman Sequence. The Code-Rates Were Adjusted

by Variable-Rate Puncturers

Error Protection Code Rates
Arrangements Type A Type B Type C Average
EEP 0.5/0.5 0.5/0.5 0.5/0.5 0.5/0.5
UEP1 0.35/0.40 0.57/0.65 0.57/0.65 0.5/0.5
UEP2 0.45/0.55 0.52/0.46 0.52/0.46 0.5/0.5
UEP3 0.65/0.60 0.47/0.43 0.47/0.43 0.5/0.5
UEP4 0.75/0.70 0.45/0.39 0.45/0.39 0.5/0.5
UEP5 0.85/0.80 0.44/0.37 0.44/0.37 0.5/0.5
UEP6 0.95/0.90 0.43/0.35 0.43/0.35 0.5/0.5

rate remains 1/2652

2 × (Na + Nb + Nc) =
Na

ra

+
Nb

rb

+
Nc

rc

. (7)

Again, the A stream is the most important layer, while the653

B and type C bitstreams are the ELs, where the bitstream B654

and C are similarly important. Hence in all the error protection655

arrangements we have rb = rc. More specifically, we first select656

a specific value to ra, then the value of rb = rc was calculated657

as follows:658

rb =
Nb + Nc

2 × (Na + Nb + Nc) − Na

ra

. (8)

Note that the total number of bits for each partitions of659

the different video sequences may be different, which results660

in different protection arrangements. Based on the above, the661

five error protection arrangements conceived for the Football662

and Foreman sequences are shown in Table IV, which may663

be readily combined with arbitrary EEP or UEP schemes,664

where variable-rate puncturers were designed and employed665

to achieve a specific coding rate.666

B. System Performance using RSC Codec667

In this section, we benchmark our proposed system using668

the RSC codec of Table I. All the error protection arrange-669

ments of Section V-A will be utilized. Furthermore, in [20]670

an UEP algorithm was proposed, which the authors of [20]671

referred to as the optimal UEP. We used this scheme as a672

benchmarker, which we refer to as the Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC673

arrangement.674

The BER curves of the A partition in the Football sequence675

are displayed in Fig. 7, where the performance of the error676

protection schemes of Table IV are illustrated. Observe in Fig.677

7 that the schemes using the IL-RSC codec achieve a reduced678

BER compared to their benchmarkers. Specifically, the EEP-679

IL-RSC-LSSTC scheme outperforms the EEP-RSC-LSSTC680

benchmarker by about 7.2 dB at a BER of 10−5. Furthermore,681

among all the error protection arrangements, the UEP1-IL-682

RSC-LSSTC scheme achieves the best BER performance due683

to the strong error protection assigned for the A partition.684

Hence, we may conclude that the UEP aided IL-RSC schemes685

are capable of providing an improved system performance686

compared to the traditional UEP aided RSC codec. On the687

Fig. 7. BER versus Eb/N0 performance for the A partition of the Football
sequence, including the RSC coding schemes of Table IV and the Opt-UEP-
RSC-LSSTC [20].

Fig. 8. BER versus Eb/N0 performance for the B partition of the Football
sequence, including the RSC coding schemes of Table IV and the Opt-UEP-
RSC-LSSTC [20].

other hand, the Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC system achieves similar 688

BER performance to that of the EEP-RSC-LSSTC scheme. 689

The BER versus Eb/N0 performance of the B partition for 690

the Football sequence is presented in Fig. 8. Similar trends 691

were observed for the C partition as well, which are not 692

included here owing to space-economy. Observe in Fig. 8 693

that the performance of the schemes using IL-RSC is slightly 694

worse than that of their benchmarkers. This is due to the fact 695

that more errors may be introduced into the B partition, when 696

the A partition cannot be correctly decoded. In this scenario 697

the B partition must be dropped in the traditional UEP aided 698

RSC-LSSTC schemes. Hence the error propagation to the B 699

partition does not further degrade the situation. 700

The PSNR versus Eb/N0 performance recorded for the 701

Football sequence is shown in Fig. 9, where we observe that 702

the EEP-RSC-LSSTC scheme achieves the best performance 703

among all the systems without IL techniques, because the 704

A partition carries only the video header information and 705

fails to assist the H.264 decoder in concealing the residual 706

errors, when the B and C partitions are corrupted. Further- 707
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Fig. 9. PSNR versus Eb/N0 performance for the Football sequence, includ-
ing the RSC coding schemes of Table IV and the Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC [20].

more, the systems using our proposed IL-RSC-LSSTC model708

outperform their corresponding benchmarkers. Specifically, the709

UEP5-IL-RSC-LSSTC constitutes the best protection arrange-710

ment among all IL-RSC schemes, which achieves a power711

reduction of about 3 dB12 compared to the EEP-RSC-LSSTC712

scheme at a PSNR of 36 dB. Alternatively, about 3.7 dB713

of PSNR video quality improvement may be observed at a714

channel SNR of 0 dB. On the other hand, the Opt-UEP-715

RSC-LSSTC system dispensing with the IL technique slightly716

outperforms the EEP-RSC-LSSTC scheme, namely by a power717

reduction of about 0.5 dB at a PSNR of 36 dB. The UEP5-718

IL-RSC-LSSTC substantially outperforms the Opt-UEP-RSC-719

LSSTC arrangement, namely by a power reduction of about720

2.5 dB at a PSNR of 36 dB or alternatively, about 3.4 dB721

of PSNR video quality improvement may be observed at722

an Eb/N0 of 0 dB. A subjective comparison of the UEP5-723

IL-RSC-LSSTC and EEP-RSC-LSSTC arrangements for the724

Football sequence is presented in Fig. 11.725

For providing further insights for video scenes having726

different motion-activity, the PSNR versus Eb/N0 performance727

of the IL-RSC-LSSTC model is presented in Fig. 10 using728

the Foreman sequence, when employing the protection ar-729

rangements of Table IV. Similar to the Football sequence,730

the traditional UEP technique can hardly improve the recon-731

structed video quality by allocating more FEC redundancy732

to the more important layers. By contrast, about 2 dB of733

power reduction is achieved by the UEP3-IL-RSC-LSSTC734

arrangement compared to the EEP-RSC-LSSTC scheme at735

a PSNR of 37 dB. Alternatively, about 3.2 dB of PSNR736

video quality improvement may be observed at a channel737

SNR of -1 dB. Similar to the Football sequence, a limited738

gain can be observed for the Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC system739

compared to the EEP-RSC-LSSTC scheme, while the UEP5-740

IL-RSC-LSSTC substantially outperforms the Opt-UEP-RSC-741

LSSTC, namely by about 1.8 dB at a PSNR of 37 dB.742

A subjective comparison of the UEP3-IL-RSC-LSSTC and743

12The power reduction is read horizontally. Specifically, the UEP5-IL-RSC-
LSSTC achieves the PSNR of 36 dB with 3 dB less power than the EEP-
RSC-LSSTC scheme.

Fig. 10. PSNR versus Eb/N0 performance for the Foreman sequence, in-
cluding the RSC coding schemes of Table IV and the Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC
[20].

EEP-RSC-LSSTC arrangements for the Foreman sequence is 744

presented in Fig. 11. 745

We may conclude from the above discussion that the A 746

partition should be assigned a code-rate of 0.85 and 0.60 747

for the Football and Foreman sequence, respectively, for the 748

sake of achieving the best overall system performance, when 749

employing the RSC codec, which contradicts to the traditional 750

UEP strategy. The main reason for this is that the interlayer 751

aided RSC decoder can still successfully recover the weaker 752

protected A partition relying on the extrinsic information fed 753

back from the B and C partitions with the aid of interlayer 754

decoding, because B and C are more strongly protected than 755

the A partition. 756

C. Complexity Analysis 757

In order to provide insights into the complexity of our 758

scheme, we benchmark the complexity of our IL-FEC-LSSTC 759

scheme using both the RSC codec in Fig. 12. We emphasize 760

that if the A partition was corrupted, the corresponding com- 761

plexity imposed by the B and C partitions was not taken into 762

account, since they cannot be utilized by the video decoder 763

in this case. Therefore, the complexity of both the IL-FEC- 764

LSSTC system and of the benchmarkers is directly propor- 765

tional to the Eb/N0 value. Furthermore, in the simulations 766

each NALU was encoded by the FEC as a single packet. The 767

total computational complexity is dominated by that of FEC 768

decoding. Hence, the total number of FEC decoding operations 769

substantially affects the system’s complexity, which was hence 770

used for comparing the system’s complexity. The y-axis of Fig. 771

12 represents the average number of RSC decoding operations 772

per NALU, which was averaged over 2221 NALUs in the 773

H.264 encoded Football bitstream for the sake of statistical 774

relevance, where again each NALU was encoded as a single 775

packet in the experiments. 776

Observe from Fig. 12 that each curve of the IL-RSC- 777

LSSTC schemes may be divided into two regions, where the 778

complexity of the systems increases and decreases upon the 779

increasing Eb/N0. For example, the curve of the UEP3-IL- 780
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Fig. 11. Video comparison at Eb/N0 = −2.5 dB for the Football and Foreman sequences. The first column indicates the original frames. The second column
indicates the EEP-IL-RSC-LSSTC decoded frames. The third column indicates the Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC [20] decoded frames. The fourth column represents
the UEP5-IL-RSC-LSSTC and UEP3-IL-RSC-LSSTC decoded frames for the Football and Foreman sequences, respectively.

Fig. 12. Complexity comparison of the Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC system, the
IL-RSC-LSSTC schemes and the classic RSC-LSSTC schemes for the error
protection arrangements of Table IV for the Football sequence.

RSC-LSSTC scheme can be split at Eb/N0 of about -6.5781

dB. Specifically, in the Eb/N0 region of [−10, −6.5] dB,782

the complexity of the UEP3-IL-RSC-LSSTC scheme increases783

upon increasing the Eb/N0 value. This is due to the fact784

that the IL decoding technique was activated frequently for785

assisting the decoding of A partition. By contrast, for higher786

Eb/N0 values the A partition is more likely to be recovered787

with the aid of the IL technique, which in turn results in788

decoding the B and C partitions more than once. In the789

Eb/N0 region of [−6.5, 5] dB, the complexity of the UEP3-IL-790

RSC-LSSTC scheme decreases upon increasing Eb/N0 value.791

The reason for this phenomenon is that the IL decoding792

technique is less frequently activated, when the A partition793

is more likely to be perfectly decoded in its own right at794

higher Eb/N0 values. Moreover, the complexity of all the795

RSC-LSSTC schemes increases upon increasing Eb/N0. This796

may be attributed to the fact that at lower Eb/N0 the B and 797

C partition were more likely to be dropped by the decoder 798

due to the corruption of the A partition. Since low Eb/N0 799

results in unacceptable video quality, here we only focus on 800

higher Eb/N0 region. More specifically, the UEP5-IL-RSC- 801

LSSTC scheme achieves Eb/N0 gains of 3 dB and 2.5 dB 802

by imposing about 21% higher complexity than the EEP- 803

RSC-LSSTC and Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC schemes at a video 804

quality of 36 dB, respectively. Alternatively, the UEP5-IL- 805

RSC-LSSTC has PSNR gains of 3.7 dB and 3.4 dB at the 806

cost of a 21% complexity increase compared to the EEP-RSC- 807

LSSTC and Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC schemes at an Eb/N0 of 808

0 dB, respectively. 809

In conclusion of Section V. 810

1) In the RSC based systems, the most important layer 811

should be assigned less redundancy than partitions B 812

and C for the sake of achieving the best overall system 813

performance, which is in contrast to the traditional UEP 814

strategy. For example, the system arrangement having 815

channel coding rates of 0.85, 0.44 and 0.44 for the 816

A, B, and C partitions, respectively, achieves the best 817

system performance when employing the RSC code for 818

the transmission of the Football sequence. 819

2) As jointly observed from Fig. 9 of Section V-B and Fig. 820

12 of V-C, our proposed IL coding technique is capable 821

of achieving 2.5 dB of Eb/N0 again or alternatively, 3.4 822

dB of PSNR gain over the traditional UEP technique at 823

the cost of a 21% complexity increase. 824

VI. Conclusion 825

An IL-FEC coded video scheme relying on multifunctional 826

MIMOs was proposed for mobile TV broadcasting, where the 827

data partitioning mode of H.264 video coding was utilized 828

and the systematic bits of the A partition were incorporated 829

into the systematic bits of the B and C partitions using 830
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an XOR operation. At the receiver, our IL-FEC decoding831

technique of Fig. 2 was activated for the sake of attaining832

an improved system performance. A RSC codec was invoked833

for demonstrating that the proposed scheme is capable of834

substantially outperforming the traditional UEP FEC codecs.835

The system advocated was analyzed using mutual information836

for providing insights into the gain attained using our IL-FEC837

coding scheme.838

In our future work, we will incorporate the IL-FEC scheme839

into SVC and multiview video coding. Moreover, we will also840

carry out further investigations for optimizing the inter-layer841

coded system performance.842
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Inter-Layer FEC Aided Unequal Error Protection
for MultiLayer Video Transmission in Mobile TV

Yongkai Huo, Mohammed El-Hajjar, and Lajos Hanzo, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Layered video coding creates multiple layers of1

unequal importance that enables us to progressively refine2

the reconstructed video quality. When the base layer (BL) is3

corrupted or lost during transmission, the enhancement layers4

(ELs) must be dropped, regardless of whether they are perfectly5

decoded or not, which implies that the transmission power6

assigned to the ELs is wasted. In this treatise, we propose an inter-7

layer forward error correction (FEC) coded video transmission8

scheme for mobile TV. At the transmitter, the proposed interlayer9

(IL) coding technique implants the systematic information of10

the BL into the ELs by using exclusive-OR operations. At the11

receiver, the implanted bits of the ELs may be utilized for12

assisting in decoding the BL. Furthermore, the data partition13

mode of H.264 video coding is utilized as the source encoder,14

where the type B and type C partitions will assist in protecting15

the type A partition. The IL coded bitstream will then be16

modulated and transmitted over a multifunctional multiple input17

multiple output (MF-MIMO) scheme for the sake of improving18

the system’s performance in mobile environments. The proposed19

system may be readily combined with the traditional unequal20

error protection (UEP) technique, where extrinsic mutual in-21

formation (MI) measurements are used for characterizing the22

performance of our proposed technique. Finally, our simulation23

results show that the proposed system model outperforms the24

traditional UEP aided system by about 2.5 dB of Eb/N0 or25

3.4 dB of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) at the cost of a26

21% complexity increase, when employing a recursive systematic27

convolutional code. Furthermore, unlike the traditional UEP28

strategies, where typically stronger FEC-protection is assigned29

to the more important layer, employing our proposed IL coding30

technique requires weaker FEC to the more important layer.31

For example, the system relying on channel coding rates of 0.85,32

0.44, and 0.44 for the type A, type B, and type C H.264 video33

partitions, respectively, achieves the best system performance34

when employing a recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) code.35

Index Terms—XXX, XXXXX, XXXX.36

I. Introduction37

LAYERED VIDEO coding [1] was proposed and has been38

adopted by a number of existing video coding standards39

[2], [3], [4], [5], which is capable of generating multiple layers40

of unequal importance. Generally the most important layer41
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and the less important layers are referred to as the base layer 42

(BL) and enhancement layers (ELs), respectively. A multiview 43

profile (MVP) [2] was developed by the moving picture expert 44

group (MPEG)’s [6] video coding standard, where the left 45

view and right view were encoded into a BL and an EL, 46

respectively. Another layered video coding standard referred to 47

as scalable video coding (SVC) [3], [4] was recently developed 48

as an extension of H.264/AVC [4], which encodes a video 49

sequence into multiple layers, where a reduced-size subset of 50

the bitstream may be extracted to meet the users’ specific 51

preferences. Moreover, the less important layers have lower 52

priority and hence may be dropped in the transmission scenario 53

of network congestion or buffer overflow [7]. In layered video 54

transmission relying on SVC [3] streaming for example, when 55

the BL is corrupted or lost due to channel impairments, the 56

ELs must also be dropped by the video decoder even if they 57

are perfectly received. 58

Unequal error protection (UEP) was firstly proposed by 59

Masnick and Wolf [8], which allocates stronger forward error 60

correction (FEC) to the more important data, while dedicating 61

weaker FEC to the less important video parameters. Since 62

then numerous UEP techniques have proposed. A novel UEP 63

modulation concept was investigated for the specific scenarios, 64

where channel coding cannot be employed [9]. Hence UEP 65

was achieved by allocating different transmission power to 66

individual bits according to their bit error sensitivity albeit 67

in practice this remains a challenge. Additionally, the UEP 68

capabilities of convolutional codes (CC) were studied [10], 69

while rate-compatible convolutional codes (RCPC) were pro- 70

posed by Hagenauer [11]. Furthermore, as a benefit of the 71

outstanding performance of low-density parity-check (LDPC) 72

codes, a number of UEP design methodologies [12], [13], 73

[14], [15] have been investigated using LDPC codes. The so- 74

called UEP density evolution (UDE) technique of [12], [15] 75

was proposed for transmission of video streams over binary 76

erasure channels (BEC). Kumar and Milenkovic [13] proposed 77

a new family of UEP codes, based on LDPC component codes, 78

where the component codes are decoded iteratively in multiple 79

stages, while the order of decoding and the choice of the 80

LDPC component codes jointly determine the level of error 81

protection. A practical UEP scheme using LDPC codes was 82

proposed [14], where the high-significance bits were more 83

strongly protected than low-significance bits. 84

However, most of the above UEP studies considered artifi- 85

cially generated signals of unequal significance, rather than re- 86

alistic video signals. Naturally, the significance differentiation 87

1051-8215/$31.00 c© 2013 IEEE
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of practical video signals is more challenging. In compressed88

video streams, as in layered video coding, different bits may89

have different significance. Therefore, again it is intuitive90

to employ UEP for protecting the more important bits by91

stronger FEC codecs than the less important bits, to achieve an92

improved reconstructed video quality. Nonetheless, a number93

of contributions have been made also in the field of UEP94

video communications relying on realistic video signals. For95

example, an UEP scheme was conceived in [16] for object-96

based video communications for achieving the best attainable97

video quality under specific bitrate and delay constraints98

in an error-prone network environment. A jointly optimized99

turbo transceiver capable of providing UEP for wireless video100

telephony was proposed in [17]. The performance of data-101

partitioning [4] H.264/AVC video streaming using recursive102

systematic convolutional (RSC) codes aided UEP was eval-103

uated in [18]. In [19], UEP based turbo coded modulation104

was investigated, where both the channel capacity and the105

cutoff rates of UEP levels were determined. A novel UEP106

method was proposed in [20] for SVC video transmission107

over networks subject to packet-loss events. Firstly, the authors108

presented an efficient performance metric, termed as the layer-109

weighted expected zone of error propagation (LW-EZEP), for110

quantifying the error propagation effects imposed by packet111

loss events. A novel UEP scheme was proposed in [21], which112

considered the unequal importance of the frames in a GOP, as113

well as that of the macroblocks in a video frame. An efficient114

FEC-coded scheme was also proposed by Chang et al. [21].115

They also considered the different importance of the intra-116

coded (I) frame and of the predicted (P) frames within a group117

of pictures (GOP) [22]. The video bits of different importance118

were mapped to the different-protection bits of the modula-119

tion constellation points with the assistance of hierarchical120

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). The authors of [23]121

proposed cross-layer operation aided scalable video streaming,122

which aimed for the robust delivery of the SVC-coded video123

stream over error-prone channels. The video distortion endured124

was first estimated based on both the available bandwidth and125

the packet loss ratio (PLR) experienced at the transmitter. The126

achievable video quality was then further improved with the127

aid of content-aware bit-rate allocation and a sophisticated bit128

detection technique was conceived, which took into account129

the estimated video distortion. Finally, a powerful error con-130

cealment method was invoked at the receiver. An UEP scheme131

using Luby Transform (LT) codes was developed [24] for the132

sake of recovering the video packets dropped at the routers,133

owing to tele-traffic congestions, noting that the high delay of134

LT codecs is only applicable to delay-tolerant broadcast-style135

video streaming services.136

In the traditional UEP schemes conceived for layered video137

communication, variable-rate FEC was invoked for the differ-138

ent layers. When the BL is corrupted or lost, the ELs also have139

to be dropped, regardless whether they are perfectly received140

or not, which implies that the transmission power assigned141

to the ELs was wasted. The so-called layer-aware FEC (LA-142

FEC) philosophy [25], [26] using a Raptor codec was invoked143

for video transmission over the BEC. At the transmitter, the144

channel encoding was performed right across the BL and the145

ELs. As a benefit, at the receiver, the parity bits of the ELs may 146

be additionally invoked for assisting in correcting the errors 147

within the BL. Motivated by these advances, we developed 148

an interlayer operation aided FEC (IL-FEC) scheme relying 149

on a systematic FEC code in [27], where the systematic bits 150

of the BL were implanted into the ELs. At the receiver, the 151

above-mentioned implanted bit of the ELs may be utilized 152

for assisting in decoding the BL. The IL-FEC technique of 153

[27] was also combined with the UEP philosophy for the sake 154

of further improving the attainable system performance. Our 155

proposed technique is significantly different with the LA-FEC 156

philosophy proposed [25], [26], as detailed below conceiving 157

the following aspects. Firstly, our technique is proposed for 158

layered video communication over wireless channels, while 159

the LA-FEC of [25], [26] is proposed for the BEC. Secondly, 160

IL-FEC invokes the soft decoding aided channel codecs, such 161

as an RSC code, while the LA-FEC of [25], [26] considered 162

a hard-decoding based Raptor codec. In this context, we 163

note that Raptor codes are less suitable for low-delay lip- 164

synchronized interactive multimedia communications, whilst 165

our scheme is readily applicable. Furthermore, it is important 166

to note that the LA-FEC cannot be readily applied in soft 167

decoding aided channel codecs. Finally, IL-FEC implants the 168

systematic bits of the BL into the ELs, while the LA-FEC 169

[25], [26] generates the parity bits across the BL and ELs. 170

At the time of writing, multimedia content is evolving 171

from traditional content to a range of rich, heterogeneous 172

media content, such as traditional TV, streaming audio and 173

video as well as image and text messaging. Furthermore, 174

in the current era of smart phones, mobile TV has become 175

an appealing extension of terrestrial TV. Additionally, in 176

order to meet the challenging performance requirements in 177

bandwidth-constrained environments, multiple input multiple 178

output (MIMO) systems constitute a promising transmission 179

solution. Layered steered space-time codes (LSSTC) [28], [29] 180

combine the benefits of the vertical Bell Labs space-time 181

(VBLAST) scheme [30], of space-time block codes [31] and of 182

beamforming [32]. Hence LSSTCs are invoked for providing 183

both a diversity gain to achieve a high BER performance in 184

mobile environments as well as for attaining a multiplexing 185

gain in order to maintain a high data rate. In this treatise, we 186

propose a system for transmitting an IL-FEC encoded com- 187

pressed video bitstream with the aid of a LSSTC transceiver 188

structure (IL-FEC-LSSTC) for mobile TV broadcasting. This 189

scheme may be considered as an evolution of the traditional 190

UEP schemes exemplified by [20], [23]. The data partitioning 191

mode (PM) of the H.264 video codec is employed, where the 192

type B and type C partitions will be utilized for protecting the 193

type A partition.1 The mutual information (MI) at the output of 194

the FEC decoder is measured [33] for the sake of analyzing 195

the performance of our proposed system. Finally, different- 196

rate, different-protection channel codecs will be employed as 197

FEC codes for improving the attainable system performance. 198

Against this background, the main rationale and novelty of 199

this paper can be summarized as follows. We conceive an 200

inter-layer FEC codec for layered video streaming, which is 201

1For brevity, we will often simply refer to them as A, B, and C
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Fig. 1. Architecture of a layered video scheme [1], where the video quality
is refined progressively.

combined with cutting-edge UEP and LSSTC schemes for202

the sake of improving the attainable mobile TV performance203

with the aid of mutual information analysis. Additionally, the204

following conclusions transpire from our investigations.205

1) Only a modest complexity increase is imposed by our206

inter-layer protection technique, which guarantees the207

practical feasibility of our proposed technique. Specifi-208

cally, 21% complexity increase is imposed by our inter-209

layer decoding technique, when employing a RSC codec.210

2) Intriguingly, we found that in the context of employing211

our proposed technique, the more important layer should212

be protected by less FEC-redundancy to achieve the best213

overall system performance for H.264/AVC partitioning214

mode aided compressed video streaming, which is un-215

expected in the light of the traditional unequal error216

protection strategy. For example, the system relying on217

the channel coding rates of 0.85, 0.44 and 0.44 for the A,218

B and C H.264/AVC partitions, respectively, achieves the219

best system performance when employing a RSC code220

for the transmission of the Football sequence.221

Again, we use the H.264/AVC data partitioning mode in222

our simulations, but our proposed scheme is not limited to223

partitioning based video, it may be readily applied in any224

arbitrary system relying on layered video coding, such as225

scalable video coding [34]. The rest of this paper is organized226

as follows. In Section II, we briefly review the state-of-the-art227

layered video techniques. Section III details our proposed IL-228

FEC-LSSTC system model and the related video transmission229

techniques. Then the performance of our proposed system230

is analyzed using mutual information in Section IV. The231

performance of our IL-FEC-LSSTC scheme using a RSC232

codec is benchmarked in Section V using two video sequences233

having different motion characteristics. Finally, we offer our234

conclusions in Section VI.235

II. Layered Video Streaming236

Layered video compression [1], [3], [26] encodes a video237

sequence into multiple layers, which enable us to progressively238

refine the reconstructed video quality at the receiver. Generally,239

the most important layer is referred to as the BL, which may240

be relied upon by multiple ELs. Furthermore, an EL may be241

further relied upon by other ELs. Again, when the BL or an242

EL is lost or corrupted during its transmission, the dependent243

layers cannot be utilized by the decoder and must be dropped.244

A layered video scheme is displayed in Fig. 1, where layer i245

(0 < i ≤ L − 1) depends on layer (i − 1) for decoding, while 246

layer i improves the video quality of layer (i − 1). 247

The subject of SVC [3] has been an active research field for 248

over two decades. This terminology is also used in the Annex 249

G extension of the H.264/AVC video compression standard 250

[4]. Indeed, SVC is capable of generating several bitstreams 251

that may be decoded at a similar quality and compression ratio 252

to that of the existing H.264/AVC codec. When for example 253

low-cost, low-quality streaming is required by the users, some 254

of the ELs may be removed from the compressed video stream, 255

which facilitates flexible bitrate-control based on the specific 256

preferences of the users. 257

Recently, the joint video team (JVT) proposed multiview 258

video coding (MVC) as an amendment to the H.264/AVC 259

standard [4]. Apart from the classic techniques employed in 260

single-view coding, multiview video coding invokes the so- 261

called inter-view correction technique by jointly processing 262

the different views for the sake of reducing the bitrate. Hence, 263

the first encoded view may be termed as the BL, while the 264

remaining views may be treated as the ELs. 265

A number of layered video coding schemes have been de- 266

veloped and some of them are adopted by recent video coding 267

standards, for example the scalable video coding [3] and data 268

partitioning (DP) [35], [4], [36]. In this treatise, we use data 269

partitioning based layered video coding in our simulations, 270

which is a beneficial feature of the H.264/AVC codec [4]. 271

In the data partitioning mode, the data streams representing 272

different semantic importance are categorized into a maximum 273

of three bitstreams/partitions [37] per video slice, namely, type 274

A, type B, and type C partitions. The header information, 275

such as macroblock (MB) types, quantization parameters and 276

motion vectors are carried by the A partition. The B partition 277

is also referred to as the intra-frame-coded partition, which 278

contains intra-frame-coded information, including the coded 279

block patterns (CPBs) and intra-frame coded coefficients. The 280

B partition is capable of prohibiting error propagation in the 281

scenario, when the reference frame of the current motion- 282

compensated frame is corrupted. In contrast to the B partition, 283

the C partition is the inter-frame-coded partition, which carries 284

the inter-CBPs and the inter-frame coded coefficients. The C 285

partition has to rely on the reference frame for reconstructing 286

the current picture. Hence, if the reference picture is corrupted, 287

errors may be propagated to the current frame. Amongst these 288

three partitions, the type A partition may be deemed to be 289

the most important one, which may be treated as the BL. 290

Correspondingly, the B and C partitions may be interpreted 291

as a pair of ELs, since they are dependent on the A partition 292

for decoding. Although the information in partitions B and C 293

cannot be used in the absence of A, partition B and C can be 294

used independently of each other, again, given the availability 295

of A. In this treatise, we will employ the partitioning mode of 296

H.264/AVC for benchmarking our system. 297

III. System Overview 298

In this section, we will briefly introduce the architecture 299

of the inter-layer FEC scheme [27] conceived for layered 300

video transmission over our LSSTC scheme for mobile TV 301
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Fig. 2. IL-FEC encoding architecture of H.264 data partitioning mode coded video.

transmission. The system’s structure is displayed in Fig. 2,302

where data-partitioning aided H.264 [4] encoding and LSSTC303

transmission are employed, while the structures of the variable304

node decoder (VND) and check node decoder (CND) [38]305

are further detailed in Fig. 3. Both the VND and CND306

blocks may accept a maximum of three soft information inputs307

and generate a maximum of three soft information outputs308

with the goal of iteratively exploiting all IL dependencies309

amongst the FEC coded layers A, B, and C. Specifically,310

assuming that u1, u2, and u3 = u1 ⊕ u2 are random binary311

variables, the action of the VND of Fig. 3 sums two LLR312

inputs for generating a more reliable LLR output, which may313

be formulated as Lo3 (u1) = Li1 (u1) + Li2 (u1). The boxplus314

operation of L(u3 = u1 ⊕ u2) = L(u1) � L(u2) [39] may be315

utilized for deriving the confidence of the bit u3, given that316

the confidence of the bits u1 and u2 is known. Specifically,317

the boxplus operation � is defined as follows [40]318

L(u1) � L(u2) = log
1 + eL(u1)eL(u2)

eL(u1) + eL(u2)

= sign [L(u1)] · sign [L(u2)] · min [|L(u1)|, |L(u2)|]
+ log

[
1 + e−|L(u1)+L(u2)|] − log

[
1 + e−|L(u1)−L(u2)|] .

(1)

In contrast to the above-mentioned VND function, the CND319

operation of Fig. 3 may be formulated as Lo(u3) = Li(u1) �320

Li(u2) for extracting the confidence of the bit u3, given the321

LLR input of the bits u1 and u2.322

In Section III-A, we first detail the techniques employed323

at the transmitter. Then, our interlayer H.264 decoding324

techniques and the LSSTC receiver will be illustrated in325

Fig. 3. Structure of (a) VND and (b) CND, where ⊕ and � indicate the
addition and boxplus operation, respectively. Li (·) and Lo (·) indicate the
input and output LLR, respectively.

Section III-B, with special emphasis on how the VND and 326

the CND exchange their inter-layer redundancy for improving 327

the overall performance of the system. We assume that A 328

is the BL and B, C are the corresponding dependent layers, 329

but both partition B and C can be utilized for protecting the 330

partition A. In Section III-A and III-B, we assume that all the 331

layers A, B and C contain n bits for the sake of convenient 332

explanation, while in Section III-C we extend our algorithm 333

to the more general scenario, where the layers have unequal 334

length. Finally, Section III-D discusses the overheads imposed 335

by our proposed IL technique, including its delay, complexity, 336

and its FEC-redundancy. 337

A. Transmitter Model 338

At the transmitter, the video source signal s is compressed 339

using the data partitioning mode of the H.264 encoder, gen- 340

erating partitions A, B, and C. Then the output bitstream is 341

de-multiplexed into three bitstreams by the DEMUX block of 342

Fig. 2, namely into streams A, B, and C, carrying the A, B, and 343

C partitions of all slices. The resultant binary sequences are 344
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xa, xb, and xc, representing three different layers, as shown in345

Fig. 2. Then the resultant three layers are encoded as follows.346

1) The BL bit sequence xa representing A will be encoded347

by the FEC encoder A of Fig. 2, which results in the348

encoded bits containing the systematic bits xa and parity349

bits xa,p.350

2) The bit sequence of the EL xb representing B will351

firstly be encoded into the systematic bits xb and the352

parity bits xb,p by the FEC encoder B. Then the XOR353

operation will be utilized for implanting the systematic354

information of xa into the systematic information of xb355

without changing the parity bits of the B partition xb,p.356

Specifically, the implantation process results in the check357

bits xi
ab = xi

a ⊕ xi
b. After this procedure, both the check358

bits xi
ab and the parity bits xb,p are output.359

3) Similar to the encoding process of the B partition, the360

bit sequence of the EL xc representing the C partition361

will be encoded into the check bits xi
ac = xi

a ⊕ xi
c and362

the parity bits xc,p.363

Finally, the bit sequences xa, xa,p, xab, xa,p, xac, and xc,p364

are concatenated into a joint bitstream for transmission. Note365

however that the layers xa and xb, xc may contain a different366

number of bits. Again, the algorithm designed for this scenario367

will be detailed in Section III-C. Additionally, the interleavers368

π1 and π2 are employed for interleaving the BL xa, before its369

XOR-based implantation into the ELs xb and xc.370

Following the IL-FEC encoding procedure, the resultant bits371

are modulated by the quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK)372

modulator of Fig. 2 and then transmitted over the LSSTC373

based MIMO transmitter architecture. Specifically, the trans-374

mission structure shown in Fig. 2 has Nt = 4 transmit375

antennas, which are spaced sufficiently for apart in order to376

encounter independent fading. The receiver is also equipped377

with Nr = 4 receive antennas, where the LSSTC system used378

is characterized by a diversity order of two and multiplexing379

order of two. Hence the LSSTC used is capable of providing380

twice the data rate of a single antenna system, while achieving381

a diversity order of two.382

B. Receiver Model383

In this section, we exemplify the IL decoding process using384

BL A and EL B, while the IL decoding process of BL A385

and EL C is similar. At the receiver,2 the LSSTC decoding386

is performed [29]. Then the resultant soft signal will be387

demodulated by the QPSK demodulator, which generates the388

log-likelihood ratios (LLR). The LLR information contains the389

systematic information ya, yab, yac and the parity information390

ya,p, yb,p, and yc,p, for the A, B, and C partitions, respectively.391

Following the demodulator, the IL-FEC decoder of Fig. 2 is392

invoked for exchanging extrinsic information across the three393

layers. The IL aided FEC decoding process is illustrated by394

the flow-chart of Fig. 4. Firstly, the FEC decoder A will395

decode the received information ya and ya,p for estimating the396

LLRs of the bits xa of the BL A. Then, the resultant extrinsic397

2The deinterleavers π−1 and π−2 are ignored at the receiver for the sake
of simplifying the system architecture.

Fig. 4. Flowchart for inter-layer-aided FEC decoding of BL A and EL B.

LLR information of BL A will be input to the “VND3- 398

CND2-VND4” block of Fig. 4 for extracting the a-priori 399

LLRs La(xi
b)3 of EL B, which is carried out by following the 400

processing of the LLRs in the VND 3, CND 2, and VND 4 401

components of Fig. 3. Specifically, the “VND3-CND2-VND4” 402

block of Fig. 4 performs the following operations step-by-step. 403

1) VND 3 generates the information of BL A for CND 2. 404

The inputs to VND 3 block are constituted of the soft 405

information Le

(
xi

a

)
generated by the FEC decoder A 406

and the soft information La

(
xi

a

)
generated by summing 407

the channel information ya and Le

(
xi

a

)
, where Le

(
xi

a

)
408

is generated by CND 2. The output of the VND 3 409

block is the soft information of A. The output can be 410

readily derived as detailed in Fig. 3. The extrinsic LLR 411

Le

(
xi

a

)
generated by the FEC decoder A is input to 412

the VND 3 block of Fig. 2, which extracts the extrinsic 413

LLR information Le

(
xi

a

)
and forwards it to the CND 2 414

block of Fig. 2. Since VND 34 has two input branches, 415

it simply duplicates the soft information Le

(
xi

a

)
. 416

2) CND 2 generates the information of layer B for VND 417

4. The inputs of the CND 2 block are the soft check 418

information yab received from the channel, the soft 419

information Le

(
xi

a

)
of BL A generated by VND 3 and 420

3As usual, the subscripts “a” and “e” in La and Le stand for the apriori
information and extrinsic information[41], respectively.

4All the VNDs of Fig. 2 have two input branches and three output branches,
resulting in a duplication process for two of the output branches. Note that
two LLR inputs will be summed by each VND for the third output branch,
which outputs the final a-posteriori LLR for the estimation of x̂a, x̂b and x̂c.
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Fig. 5. Definition of T 1
b , · · · , T

nb

b when the BL sequence xa and the ELAQ:1
sequence xb carry unequal length of bits.

the soft information Le

(
xi

b

)
of EL B generated by FEC421

decoder B of Fig. 2. The output of CND 2 is the soft422

information of EL B La

(
xi

b

)
. The outputs can be readily423

derived as detailed in Fig. 3. The LLR information424

Le

(
xi

a

)
and the received check information yab is input425

to the CND 2 block of Fig. 2 for extracting the LLR426

information of the systematic bit xi
b, namely the soft427

input La

(
xi

b

)
of VND 4.428

3) VND 4 generates the information of EL B for FEC429

decoder B. The inputs to the VND 4 block are the soft430

information La

(
xi

b

)
gleaned from CND 2 and the soft431

information Le

(
xi

b

)
generated by FEC decoder B. The432

output of VND 4 is the soft information of layer B.433

The LLR information La

(
xi

b

)
extracted by the CND 2434

is input to the VND 4 block of Fig. 2, which extracts435

the LLR information La

(
xi

b

)
input to the FEC decoder436

B of Fig. 2.437

Then, the FEC decoder B of Fig. 4 will decode the EL B with438

the aid of the resultant a-priori LLR La(xi
b) and of the soft439

parity information received from the channel, namely yb,p of440

Fig. 2. Afterwards, the classic cyclic redundancy check (CRC)441

is invoked for detecting, whether the recovered BL A is error-442

free or not, as shown in Fig. 4. This check results in two443

possible decoding processes, as shown in Fig. 4 and described444

as follows:445

1) With InterLayer Feedback: When the bits xa of the BL446

are not successfully decoded, the iterative IL technique will447

be activated for exploiting the extrinsic information of BL A448

fed back from the FEC decoder B. In this case, both the solid449

lines and the dashed lines shown in the decoder of Figs. 2450

and 4 will be activated. More explicitly, the “VND4-CND2-451

VND3” block of Fig. 4 will be utilized for extracting the extra452

LLR information Le(xi
a) for BL A based on both the extrinsic453

LLR Le(xi
b) and the soft check information yab. Generally, the454

“VND4-CND2-VND3” block of Fig. 4 represents a process455

similar to that of the “VND3-CND2-VND4” block of Fig. 4.456

After this stage, improved a-priori information is generated457

for the BL A, which concludes the current IL decoding 458

iteration. Afterwards, the receiver will return to the beginning 459

of the flow chart shown in Fig. 4. The iterative IL decoding 460

process continues, until the affordable number of iterations is 461

exhausted or the BL A is perfectly recovered, as shown in 462

Fig. 4. 463

2) Without InterLayer Feedback: When the BL A is 464

successfully recovered, the layers A and B will be estimated 465

by the hard decision block of Fig. 4. Afterwards, the receiver 466

may discard layer B, depending on whether it is deemed to 467

be error-free or not by the CRC check. In this case, only the 468

solid lines of Figs. 2 and 4 will be activated. 469

Moreover, after decoding BL A, the recovered error-free 470

hard bits xa may be represented using infinite LLR values, 471

indicating the hard bits 0/1, respectively. Then, the CND 2 472

process invoked for generating the LLR L
(
xi

b

)
shown in Fig. 473

2 may be derived as follows using the boxplus operation: 474

L
(
xi

b

)
= L(xi

a) � L(xi
ab)

= sign
[
L(xi

a)
] · sign

[
L(xi

ab)
] · min

[∞, |L(xi
ab)|]

+ log
(
1 + e−∞) − log

(
1 + e−∞)

= sign
(
x̃i

a

) · L
(
xi

ab

)
(2)

where x̃i
a is the modulated version of the bit xi

a and the LLR 475

input L
(
xi

ab

)
is obtained by soft demodulating the received 476

signal yab. 477

Note that since the process of recovering yb from yab 478

expressed by (2) is essentially an LLR sign-flipping operation, 479

it does not affect the absolute value of the LLR information of 480

xb. This implies that in this scenario our proposed IL technique 481

is equivalent to the traditional UEP techniques, where layers 482

A and B are encoded and decoded independently. Moreover, 483

since BL A is decoded independently without feedback from 484

EL B, the two layers are only decoded once, without any extra 485

complexity imposed on the receiver. Additionally, in practical 486

applications, BL A may be reconstructed immediately when 487

it is received, without waiting for the arrival of the EL B. 488

In both of the above cases, if the decoded bit sequence x̂a of 489

the BL is corrupted after the IL-FEC decoding stage of Fig. 2, 490

it will be dropped together with the ELs x̂b and x̂c. Otherwise 491

they will all be forwarded to the H.264 decoder of Fig. 2 for 492

reconstructing the video signal ŝ. 493

Note that in the above description, we have considered 494

decoding layers A and B only. The decoding of layer C is 495

carried out in the same way but we have excluded it for the 496

sake of simplifying our discussions. 497

C. InterLayer FEC Coding for Layers Having Unequal Length 498

In the above discussions, we assumed that the A, B, and 499

C partitions have an identical length. However, in practice 500

they may carry an unequal number of bits. Here we detail 501

the technique of applying our algorithm in the scenario, when 502

the three partitions have an unequal length. Let us commence 503

by assuming that the A, B, C partitions have the length of na, 504

nb, nc bits, respectively. 505

For the case of implanting xa into the systematic bits of xb, 506

the basic philosophy of the algorithm is to map/encode xa into 507

a new bit sequence tb, which has the same number of bits as 508
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the bitstream xb and will be implanted into the systematic bits509

of xb using the algorithm discussed in Section III-A. In other510

words, the bits xa will be replaced by the newly generated511

bits tb for the implantation process. Specifically, we introduce512

the sets T 1
b , · · · , T

nb

b to assist in generating the stream tb,513

where the relationship between T 1
b , · · · , T

nb

b and the sequence514

xb is displayed in Fig. 5. For na > nb, we split xa into nb515

number of groups on average as in Fig. 5(a), each constituting516

one of the sets T 1
b , · · · , T

nb

b . By contrast, for na < nb, we517

split T 1
b , · · · , T

nb

b into na number of groups on average as in518

Fig. 5 (b), where the sets T 1
b , · · · , T

nb

b within the same group519

contain the same single bit of xa. So far the sets T 1
b , · · · , T

nb

b520

have been created from the bit sequence xa. Then, each bit521

of the sequences tb will be generated from one of the sets522

T 1
b , · · · , T

nb

b as follows:523

tib =
∑

⊕
xr

a∈T i
b

xr
a, 0 < i ≤ nb. (3)

Given the sequence tb, we simply replace xa by tb, when524

implanting the xa into the systematic bits of xb. Therefore,525

xab may be generated correspondingly using xi
ab = tib ⊕ xi

b.526

Similarly, the stream xa can be readily implanted into xc by527

introducing the bit sequence tc and the sets T 1
c , · · · , T nc

c .528

At the receiver, based on the technique detailed in Section529

III-B, decoder A is able to generate the extrinsic information530

of xa. Decoder B is able to generate the extrinsic information531

of tb with the assistance of CND 2 of Fig. 2. Hence we design532

the technique to convert the extrinsic information between533

the sequence xa and tb for the sake of exchanging extrinsic534

information among the decoder A, CND 2 and decoder B of535

Fig. 2. Provided the LLR of xa and (3), the extrinsic LLR of tb536

may be readily derived using the boxplus operation as follows:537

Le(t
i
b) = L

⎛
⎝∑

⊕
xr

a∈T i
b

xr
a

⎞
⎠ =

∑
�

xr
a∈T i

b

L(xr
a). (4)

Similarly, provided the a-priori LLR of xa and the LLR of538

tib, the extrinsic LLR of xa may be derived as follows.539

1) When na > nb, the extrinsic information of xa may be540

readily derived as541

Le(xi
a) = L

( ∑⊕
xr

a∈T i
b\xi

a

xr
a ⊕ tib

)

=
∑

�
xr

a∈T i
a\xi

a

Le(xr
a) � L

(
tib

)
.

(5)

2) When na < nb, the extrinsic information of xa can be542

expressed as543

Le(x
i
a) =

∑
∀T r

b ,xi
a∈T r

b

Lr
e(x

r
a). (6)

Note that the basic idea of the above algorithm is to map the544

bits xa into a new bit sequence tb, which is basically an encoder545

having a variable coding rate encoder. Hence, a number of546

codecs, such as low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [42]547

and LT [43] codes may be employed for the mapping of xa548

to the stream tb. However, they may impose error-propagation549

in this specific scenario. Hence, in this treatise we employ the550

method detailed in this section to prevent error-propagation.551

TABLE I

Parameters Employed in Our Systems, Where ‘‘AA’’ Indicates

Antenna Array

System Parameters Value System Parameters Value

FEC RSC[1011, 1101, 1111] Number of Tx antennas 4

Modulation QPSK Elements Per AA 4

Channel Narrowband Rayleigh Number of Rx antennas 4

Fading Channel Overall Coding Rate 1/2

TABLE II

Coding Rates of RSC Codec Error Protection Arrangements

for the BL L0and the EL L1 . The Code-Rates Were Adjusted by

Variable-Rate Puncturers

Error Protection Code Rates
Arrangements L0 L1 Average
EEP 0.5 0.5 0.5
UEP1 0.54 0.46 0.5
UEP2 0.47 0.53 0.5

D. IL-FEC Overheads 552

The possible overheads imposed by our proposed technique 553

are listed as follows. 554

1) Delay: Our technique is implemented using the parti- 555

tioning mode of H.264, where each video frame may 556

be encoded into a number of slices. These slices may 557

be encoded into at most three partitions. Since the IL 558

encoding and decoding process is performed within 559

each slice, no extra delay is imposed by our proposed 560

technique. 561

2) Complexity: As detailed in Section III-B, the signal- 562

flows are based on low-complexity operations compared 563

to the FEC decoding. When the BL A can be recovered 564

in its own right, only sign-flipping is necessitated for 565

extracting the systematic LLR information of the ELs B 566

and C. Specifically, we impose a 21% extra complexity,5 567

as it will be detailed in Section V-C. 568

3) FEC-redundancy: The BL A does not rely on the ELs 569

for its decoding operations and the systematic LLR 570

information of the ELs B and C can be extracted from 571

the received check information yab and yac without 572

any loss, provided that the BL is perfectly decoded. 573

Furthermore, since the transmitted bit sequences xab and 574

xac have the same length as that of the bit sequence 575

xb and xc, respectively, we do not impose any extra 576

protection bits. Hence the IL-FEC does not impose extra 577

FEC redundancy. 578

IV. Mutual Information Analysis 579

In this section, we analyze our proposed system using 580

MI.6 For the sake of simplifying the analysis, we assume that 581

there are two layers: a BL L0 and an EL L1. Furthermore, 582

we employed a 1/3 RSC having the generator polynomials 583

5According to our experiments, it is sufficient to use a single iteration, which
results in a low complexity,

6MI is known as a metric to represent the confidence of a signal sequence.
Generally bigger MI indicates lower BER value of the measured signal
sequence, while lower BER normally indicates lower PLR.
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Fig. 6. Extrinsic information generated by the RSC decoders for all error
protection arrangements of Table II.

TABLE III

Parameters of the Video Sequences Employed

Football Foreman
Representation YUV 4:2:0 YUV 4:2:0
Format CIF CIF
Bits Per Pixel 8 8
FPS 15 30
Number of Frames 30 30
Video Codec H.264 PM H.264 PM
Bitrate 1522 kbps 655 kbps
Error-Free PSNR 37.6 dB 38.4 dB
Error Concealment Motion-Copy Motion-Copy

[1011, 1101, 1111].7 The system parameters used in our584

simulations are summarized in Table I. In the following585

analysis, where two layers are considered, the BL is protected586

by the IL-FEC codec. Hence, we consider the convergence587

behavior of the BL. For the sake of analyzing our IL-588

FEC codec, different error protection arrangements were589

considered, as shown in Table II.590

In Fig. 6, we plot the extrinsic MI at the output of the RSC591

decoder for different Eb/N0 values for all the codes in Table II.592

Observe from Fig. 6 that the schemes employing our iterative593

inter-layer technique always acquire a higher MI value than594

those dispensing with the IL-FEC technique. For example, the595

RSC-EEP scheme and RSC-EEP-IL scheme generate 0.91 and596

0.9758 extrinsic information at −8 dB. This improvement is597

attained by our proposed scheme due to the fact that extra MI598

is fed back to the BL from the EL.599

V. System Performance600

Let us continue by benchmarking our proposed IL-FEC-601

LSSTC system against the traditional UEP aided FEC-LSSTC602

system using a RSC. Two 30-frame video sequences, namely603

7The first polynomial indicates the feedback parameter, while the other
two polynomials represent the feed-forward parameters. The code rates were
adjusted by variable-rate puncturers.

8Larger amount of extrinsic information indicates a lower BER [44].

the Foreman and Football clips, represented in (352 × 288)- 604

pixel common intermediate format (CIF) and 4:2:0 YUV 605

format were encoded using the JM/AVC 15.1 H.264 reference 606

video codec operated in its data partitioning aided mode. The 607

video scanning rates expressed in frame per second (FPS) 608

were 30 and 15 for the Foreman and Football sequences, 609

respectively. The motion-copy,9 based error concealment tool 610

built into the H.264 reference codec was employed for the sake 611

of combating the effects of channel impairments. Moreover, 612

the H.264 encoder was configured to generate fixed-byte10
613

slices, as defined in [4]. Both of the 30-frame video sequences 614

were encoded into an intra-coded (I) frame, followed by 29 615

predicted (P) frames. The bi-directionally predicted (B) frame 616

was disabled due to the fact that it relies on both previous 617

and future frames for decoding, which may introduce more 618

error propagation as well as additional delay. All the above 619

configurations jointly result in a bitrate of 655 kbps and an 620

error-free peak-signal to noise ratio (PSNR) of 38.4 dB for 621

the Foreman sequence. On the other hand, the coded Football 622

bitstream has a bitrate of 1522 kbps and an error-free PSNR of 623

37.6 dB. We employed the Foreman and Football sequences in 624

order to show the suitability of our scheme for the transmission 625

of both low-motion and high-motion video. The parameters of 626

the video sequences employed are shown in Table III, while 627

our system parameters are listed in Table I. 628

The H.264-compressed bitstream was FEC encoded and 629

transmitted on a network abstract layer unit (NALU) [4] basis, 630

which is the smallest element to be used by the source decoder. 631

At the receiver, each error-infested NALU must be dropped by 632

the video decoder, if errors are detected by the CRC check. All 633

experiments were repeated 100 times for the sake of generating 634

smooth performance curves. 635

Below, we will firstly describe the error-protection arrange- 636

ments in Section V-A. Then we will characterize the attainable 637

BER versus channel SNR performance and PSNR versus 638

channel SNR performance employing a lower-complexity RSC 639

codec in Section V-B. Finally, in Section V-C we will quan- 640

tify the system’s computational complexity by counting the 641

number of decoding operations executed. 642

A. Error Protection Arrangements 643

In the simulations, we employ the overall coding rate11 of 644

1/2 for both EEP and UEP schemes. For each compressed 645

bitstream, all NALUs were scanned to calculate the total 646

number of bits for the A, B, and C partitions. Let us assume 647

that the A, B, and C partitions have a total Na, Nb, and Nc 648

bits, respectively. The A, B, C streams have coding rates of ra, 649

rb, and rc, respectively. Then the following equation must be 650

satisfied for the sake of guaranteeing that the overall coding 651

9When the information of a macroblock (MB) is lost, the motion vector
of this MB may be copied or estimated from its adjacent MBs or previously
decoded reference frames. Then, the MB may be reconstructed using the
estimated motion vector.

10In this mode, the H.264/AVC codec will endeavor to encode a frame into
multiple slices, each having a fixed number of bytes.

11Arbitrary overall coding rates such as 2/3, 1/3, 1/4, etc. can be readily
applied by changing the channel codec parameters and the puncturers.
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TABLE IV

Coding Rates of Different Error Protection Arrangements for

the Football/Foreman Sequence. The Code-Rates Were Adjusted

by Variable-Rate Puncturers

Error Protection Code Rates
Arrangements Type A Type B Type C Average
EEP 0.5/0.5 0.5/0.5 0.5/0.5 0.5/0.5
UEP1 0.35/0.40 0.57/0.65 0.57/0.65 0.5/0.5
UEP2 0.45/0.55 0.52/0.46 0.52/0.46 0.5/0.5
UEP3 0.65/0.60 0.47/0.43 0.47/0.43 0.5/0.5
UEP4 0.75/0.70 0.45/0.39 0.45/0.39 0.5/0.5
UEP5 0.85/0.80 0.44/0.37 0.44/0.37 0.5/0.5
UEP6 0.95/0.90 0.43/0.35 0.43/0.35 0.5/0.5

rate remains 1/2652

2 × (Na + Nb + Nc) =
Na

ra

+
Nb

rb

+
Nc

rc

. (7)

Again, the A stream is the most important layer, while the653

B and type C bitstreams are the ELs, where the bitstream B654

and C are similarly important. Hence in all the error protection655

arrangements we have rb = rc. More specifically, we first select656

a specific value to ra, then the value of rb = rc was calculated657

as follows:658

rb =
Nb + Nc

2 × (Na + Nb + Nc) − Na

ra

. (8)

Note that the total number of bits for each partitions of659

the different video sequences may be different, which results660

in different protection arrangements. Based on the above, the661

five error protection arrangements conceived for the Football662

and Foreman sequences are shown in Table IV, which may663

be readily combined with arbitrary EEP or UEP schemes,664

where variable-rate puncturers were designed and employed665

to achieve a specific coding rate.666

B. System Performance using RSC Codec667

In this section, we benchmark our proposed system using668

the RSC codec of Table I. All the error protection arrange-669

ments of Section V-A will be utilized. Furthermore, in [20]670

an UEP algorithm was proposed, which the authors of [20]671

referred to as the optimal UEP. We used this scheme as a672

benchmarker, which we refer to as the Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC673

arrangement.674

The BER curves of the A partition in the Football sequence675

are displayed in Fig. 7, where the performance of the error676

protection schemes of Table IV are illustrated. Observe in Fig.677

7 that the schemes using the IL-RSC codec achieve a reduced678

BER compared to their benchmarkers. Specifically, the EEP-679

IL-RSC-LSSTC scheme outperforms the EEP-RSC-LSSTC680

benchmarker by about 7.2 dB at a BER of 10−5. Furthermore,681

among all the error protection arrangements, the UEP1-IL-682

RSC-LSSTC scheme achieves the best BER performance due683

to the strong error protection assigned for the A partition.684

Hence, we may conclude that the UEP aided IL-RSC schemes685

are capable of providing an improved system performance686

compared to the traditional UEP aided RSC codec. On the687
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Fig. 7. BER versus Eb/N0 performance for the A partition of the Football
sequence, including the RSC coding schemes of Table IV and the Opt-UEP-
RSC-LSSTC [20].
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Fig. 8. BER versus Eb/N0 performance for the B partition of the Football
sequence, including the RSC coding schemes of Table IV and the Opt-UEP-
RSC-LSSTC [20].

other hand, the Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC system achieves similar 688

BER performance to that of the EEP-RSC-LSSTC scheme. 689

The BER versus Eb/N0 performance of the B partition for 690

the Football sequence is presented in Fig. 8. Similar trends 691

were observed for the C partition as well, which are not 692

included here owing to space-economy. Observe in Fig. 8 693

that the performance of the schemes using IL-RSC is slightly 694

worse than that of their benchmarkers. This is due to the fact 695

that more errors may be introduced into the B partition, when 696

the A partition cannot be correctly decoded. In this scenario 697

the B partition must be dropped in the traditional UEP aided 698

RSC-LSSTC schemes. Hence the error propagation to the B 699

partition does not further degrade the situation. 700

The PSNR versus Eb/N0 performance recorded for the 701

Football sequence is shown in Fig. 9, where we observe that 702

the EEP-RSC-LSSTC scheme achieves the best performance 703

among all the systems without IL techniques, because the 704

A partition carries only the video header information and 705

fails to assist the H.264 decoder in concealing the residual 706

errors, when the B and C partitions are corrupted. Further- 707
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Fig. 9. PSNR versus Eb/N0 performance for the Football sequence, includ-
ing the RSC coding schemes of Table IV and the Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC [20].

more, the systems using our proposed IL-RSC-LSSTC model708

outperform their corresponding benchmarkers. Specifically, the709

UEP5-IL-RSC-LSSTC constitutes the best protection arrange-710

ment among all IL-RSC schemes, which achieves a power711

reduction of about 3 dB12 compared to the EEP-RSC-LSSTC712

scheme at a PSNR of 36 dB. Alternatively, about 3.7 dB713

of PSNR video quality improvement may be observed at a714

channel SNR of 0 dB. On the other hand, the Opt-UEP-715

RSC-LSSTC system dispensing with the IL technique slightly716

outperforms the EEP-RSC-LSSTC scheme, namely by a power717

reduction of about 0.5 dB at a PSNR of 36 dB. The UEP5-718

IL-RSC-LSSTC substantially outperforms the Opt-UEP-RSC-719

LSSTC arrangement, namely by a power reduction of about720

2.5 dB at a PSNR of 36 dB or alternatively, about 3.4 dB721

of PSNR video quality improvement may be observed at722

an Eb/N0 of 0 dB. A subjective comparison of the UEP5-723

IL-RSC-LSSTC and EEP-RSC-LSSTC arrangements for the724

Football sequence is presented in Fig. 11.725

For providing further insights for video scenes having726

different motion-activity, the PSNR versus Eb/N0 performance727

of the IL-RSC-LSSTC model is presented in Fig. 10 using728

the Foreman sequence, when employing the protection ar-729

rangements of Table IV. Similar to the Football sequence,730

the traditional UEP technique can hardly improve the recon-731

structed video quality by allocating more FEC redundancy732

to the more important layers. By contrast, about 2 dB of733

power reduction is achieved by the UEP3-IL-RSC-LSSTC734

arrangement compared to the EEP-RSC-LSSTC scheme at735

a PSNR of 37 dB. Alternatively, about 3.2 dB of PSNR736

video quality improvement may be observed at a channel737

SNR of -1 dB. Similar to the Football sequence, a limited738

gain can be observed for the Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC system739

compared to the EEP-RSC-LSSTC scheme, while the UEP5-740

IL-RSC-LSSTC substantially outperforms the Opt-UEP-RSC-741

LSSTC, namely by about 1.8 dB at a PSNR of 37 dB.742

A subjective comparison of the UEP3-IL-RSC-LSSTC and743

12The power reduction is read horizontally. Specifically, the UEP5-IL-RSC-
LSSTC achieves the PSNR of 36 dB with 3 dB less power than the EEP-
RSC-LSSTC scheme.
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Fig. 10. PSNR versus Eb/N0 performance for the Foreman sequence, in-
cluding the RSC coding schemes of Table IV and the Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC
[20].

EEP-RSC-LSSTC arrangements for the Foreman sequence is 744

presented in Fig. 11. 745

We may conclude from the above discussion that the A 746

partition should be assigned a code-rate of 0.85 and 0.60 747

for the Football and Foreman sequence, respectively, for the 748

sake of achieving the best overall system performance, when 749

employing the RSC codec, which contradicts to the traditional 750

UEP strategy. The main reason for this is that the interlayer 751

aided RSC decoder can still successfully recover the weaker 752

protected A partition relying on the extrinsic information fed 753

back from the B and C partitions with the aid of interlayer 754

decoding, because B and C are more strongly protected than 755

the A partition. 756

C. Complexity Analysis 757

In order to provide insights into the complexity of our 758

scheme, we benchmark the complexity of our IL-FEC-LSSTC 759

scheme using both the RSC codec in Fig. 12. We emphasize 760

that if the A partition was corrupted, the corresponding com- 761

plexity imposed by the B and C partitions was not taken into 762

account, since they cannot be utilized by the video decoder 763

in this case. Therefore, the complexity of both the IL-FEC- 764

LSSTC system and of the benchmarkers is directly propor- 765

tional to the Eb/N0 value. Furthermore, in the simulations 766

each NALU was encoded by the FEC as a single packet. The 767

total computational complexity is dominated by that of FEC 768

decoding. Hence, the total number of FEC decoding operations 769

substantially affects the system’s complexity, which was hence 770

used for comparing the system’s complexity. The y-axis of Fig. 771

12 represents the average number of RSC decoding operations 772

per NALU, which was averaged over 2221 NALUs in the 773

H.264 encoded Football bitstream for the sake of statistical 774

relevance, where again each NALU was encoded as a single 775

packet in the experiments. 776

Observe from Fig. 12 that each curve of the IL-RSC- 777

LSSTC schemes may be divided into two regions, where the 778

complexity of the systems increases and decreases upon the 779

increasing Eb/N0. For example, the curve of the UEP3-IL- 780
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Fig. 11. Video comparison at Eb/N0 = −2.5 dB for the Football and Foreman sequences. The first column indicates the original frames. The second column
indicates the EEP-IL-RSC-LSSTC decoded frames. The third column indicates the Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC [20] decoded frames. The fourth column represents
the UEP5-IL-RSC-LSSTC and UEP3-IL-RSC-LSSTC decoded frames for the Football and Foreman sequences, respectively.
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Fig. 12. Complexity comparison of the Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC system, the
IL-RSC-LSSTC schemes and the classic RSC-LSSTC schemes for the error
protection arrangements of Table IV for the Football sequence.

RSC-LSSTC scheme can be split at Eb/N0 of about -6.5781

dB. Specifically, in the Eb/N0 region of [−10, −6.5] dB,782

the complexity of the UEP3-IL-RSC-LSSTC scheme increases783

upon increasing the Eb/N0 value. This is due to the fact784

that the IL decoding technique was activated frequently for785

assisting the decoding of A partition. By contrast, for higher786

Eb/N0 values the A partition is more likely to be recovered787

with the aid of the IL technique, which in turn results in788

decoding the B and C partitions more than once. In the789

Eb/N0 region of [−6.5, 5] dB, the complexity of the UEP3-IL-790

RSC-LSSTC scheme decreases upon increasing Eb/N0 value.791

The reason for this phenomenon is that the IL decoding792

technique is less frequently activated, when the A partition793

is more likely to be perfectly decoded in its own right at794

higher Eb/N0 values. Moreover, the complexity of all the795

RSC-LSSTC schemes increases upon increasing Eb/N0. This796

may be attributed to the fact that at lower Eb/N0 the B and 797

C partition were more likely to be dropped by the decoder 798

due to the corruption of the A partition. Since low Eb/N0 799

results in unacceptable video quality, here we only focus on 800

higher Eb/N0 region. More specifically, the UEP5-IL-RSC- 801

LSSTC scheme achieves Eb/N0 gains of 3 dB and 2.5 dB 802

by imposing about 21% higher complexity than the EEP- 803

RSC-LSSTC and Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC schemes at a video 804

quality of 36 dB, respectively. Alternatively, the UEP5-IL- 805

RSC-LSSTC has PSNR gains of 3.7 dB and 3.4 dB at the 806

cost of a 21% complexity increase compared to the EEP-RSC- 807

LSSTC and Opt-UEP-RSC-LSSTC schemes at an Eb/N0 of 808

0 dB, respectively. 809

In conclusion of Section V. 810

1) In the RSC based systems, the most important layer 811

should be assigned less redundancy than partitions B 812

and C for the sake of achieving the best overall system 813

performance, which is in contrast to the traditional UEP 814

strategy. For example, the system arrangement having 815

channel coding rates of 0.85, 0.44 and 0.44 for the 816

A, B, and C partitions, respectively, achieves the best 817

system performance when employing the RSC code for 818

the transmission of the Football sequence. 819

2) As jointly observed from Fig. 9 of Section V-B and Fig. 820

12 of V-C, our proposed IL coding technique is capable 821

of achieving 2.5 dB of Eb/N0 again or alternatively, 3.4 822

dB of PSNR gain over the traditional UEP technique at 823

the cost of a 21% complexity increase. 824

VI. Conclusion 825

An IL-FEC coded video scheme relying on multifunctional 826

MIMOs was proposed for mobile TV broadcasting, where the 827

data partitioning mode of H.264 video coding was utilized 828

and the systematic bits of the A partition were incorporated 829

into the systematic bits of the B and C partitions using 830
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an XOR operation. At the receiver, our IL-FEC decoding831

technique of Fig. 2 was activated for the sake of attaining832

an improved system performance. A RSC codec was invoked833

for demonstrating that the proposed scheme is capable of834

substantially outperforming the traditional UEP FEC codecs.835

The system advocated was analyzed using mutual information836

for providing insights into the gain attained using our IL-FEC837

coding scheme.838

In our future work, we will incorporate the IL-FEC scheme839

into SVC and multiview video coding. Moreover, we will also840

carry out further investigations for optimizing the inter-layer841

coded system performance.842
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